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Abstract

In order to clarify (and confuse), Jesus would quite often use common sources in His
metaphors with which people of His day could identify. However, the clear meaning for many
Gospel metaphor sources are lost in today’s culture, especially among youth. The purpose of this
Major Applied Project was to help high school students gain a greater understanding of the
Gospel message by updating the metaphor sources, by using a common element in their culture,
cinema. Scenes from popular movies were used to help students better understand and articulate
the following Gospel metaphors: redemption, ransom, rescue, reconciliation, regeneration,
replace and release. This program can be used in future High School classrooms.
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CHAPTER ONE
APPLIED METAPHOR AS A TOOL
FOR GOSPEL PROCLAMATION

Introduction

Metaphor is a necessary ingredient to learning. Most of what we know comes by
making comparisons. A classic example is: “What do frog legs taste like?” Answer:
“Chicken.” Throughout our lives we make comparisons: as big as/as small as, tall like a/short
like a, light-dark, light-heavy. Physicians rely on our ability to communicate in metaphor to
properly diagnose ailments “What does it feel like?” “Like a pin repeatedly stabbing.” Jesus
Himself clarified His message and ministry through the use of metaphor:
Matthew 4:18-19

'® While walking by the Sea of Galilee, he (Jesus) saw two

brothers, Simon (who is called Peter) and Andrew his brother, casting a net

into the sea, for they were fishermen. '° And he said to them, "Follow me,
and I will make you fishers of men." (ESV)
Matthew 12:39-40 *° But he (Jesus) answered them (scribes and Pharisees),
"An evil and adulterous generation seeks for a sign, but no sign will be given
to it except the sign of the prophet Jonah. “° For just as (simile) Jonah was
three days and three nights in the belly of the great fish, so will the Son of
Man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth.” (ESV)
John the Baptist also used metaphor to clarify the difference between his mission and the
mission of the One who would come after him.
Luke 3:16-17 '° John answered them all, saying, "I baptize you with water,
but he who is mightier than I is coming, the strap of whose sandals I am not
worthy to untie. He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire. '” His
3

winnowing fork is in his hand, to clear his threshing floor and to gather the
wheat into his barn, but the chaff he will burn with unquenchable fire."
(ESV)
However, three problems contribute to the loss of understanding of Biblical metaphor
today. First, many of the metaphors are archaic in today’s culture (see Luke 3:16-17 above).
Some of the metaphors used in the Scriptures have lost much of their ability to clarify or
teach unless there is further explanation (winnowing fork, threshing floor, chaff). Today’s

readers/hearers may be unfamiliar with the archaic items (and if not archaic, then items that
are not part of the culture: agricultural implements unknown in urban settings).
Second, people may not be aware of how metaphor operates. Everyday conversation
and media are filled with these powerful pictures of metaphor, but many are not able to
dissect the parts of the “source” and “target” in metaphor and understand the full meaning.

The two domains that participate in conceptual metaphor have special names.
The conceptual domain from which we draw metaphorical expressions to
understand another conceptual domain is called source domain, while the
conceptual domain that is understood this way is the target domain. Thus,
life, arguments, love, theory, ideas, social organizations, and others are target

domains, while journeys, war, buildings, food, plants and others are source
domains. The target domain is the domain that we try to understand through
the use of the source domain. !
Therefore, in Matthew 12:39-40, the target domain was the three days in the tomb
that led up to the resurrection. The source domain was the understood account of Jonah in the
belly of the whale. The Kingdom of Heaven (target) was described using a seed (source) in
Matthew 13:31. It is essential in metaphoric understanding to differentiate between that
which we want more clearly understood (target) and the comparison we might be more
familiar with (source). Without a clear understanding of the existence of a metaphor and the
' Zoltan K6vecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 4.
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definition of “mapping” or “bridging” that metaphor between the source and target, the
message can be lost. The “mapping” or “bridging” is the connecting of the source and target
by a common comparison, and many have difficulty doing this basic metaphorical task.
Third, many people are unaware of how metaphor may be used to express the Gospel.
In a recent education unit of the “Media and Philosophy” class I teach at Lutheran High
North, Houston, TX, the students were shown a video of C. S. Lewis’ The Lion, the Witch

and the Wardrobe, and several missed the Aslan/Jesus metaphor altogether. Instead, the
metaphor they saw centered on human courage and endurance. Even though the Gospel is the
unchanging truth (target), the message of the Gospel in metaphor might get lost in
misunderstood source domains or in the mapping of the two (Jesus in tomb/Jonah in whale;
Kingdom of God/seed).
While these three aspects are concern to all ages, they can more specifically be
applied to teens. In order to understand their surroundings, they often have to relate events
and concepts to their own existence or experience, thereby using the constructs of metaphor.
While they might not be clear on the grammatical elements of a metaphor, they are astute at
making comparisons within the framework of their youth culture. Each generation has their
recognized idioms, each relating to events and experiences within their lives. My
generation’s “dog” is almost the opposite of today’s generation term “dawg.” ? As new
metaphors are developed, they are an identifying factor of each successive generation. At the
same time, we are moving further away from understanding the metaphors of the past.

Although there is a slight difference in spelling, they are pronounced the same way.

“dog” = someone who should not be trusted — someone who would steal your girlfriend in the classic Elvis song
“Hound Dog” — or the idiom “you dirty dog.”

“dawg” = coming from African American slang, means “a close and trusted friend.”

5

The Purpose of This Project Explained in Context
The purpose of this Major Applied Project (MAP) was to help high school students
better use metaphor to understand the Gospel when that metaphor appears in or is applied to
secular cinema. Therefore, the aim of this project was to help students use a different, more
readily understood and more readily available “source” in today’s urban setting (cinema,

something that is very much a part of the youth culture) and apply it to the “target” of the
Gospel.

The motto of Lutheran High North is: “Quality Academics — Meaningful Ministry.”
This project was an opportunity for me as a teacher to present the Gospel message to my
students in a creative way. It was also my prayer that, through this process of learning the
usage of metaphor, students would be better equipped to strengthen and encourage each
other, and, ultimately, reach out to touch others with the Gospel message to further build
Christ’s Kingdom.
Students were presented with various concepts of the Gospel. The saving act of Christ
has been expressed in metaphorical terms. Redemption, ransom, rescue, reconcile, replace,
regeneration and release (the seven “R’s”) are just a few of the many in Scriptures. Each of

these terms lends a significant facet to the understanding of God’s grace working in our lives.
For example, “redemption” is a concept that can be explained with coupons. In the
small print of the coupon, the retailer is instructed that the face value of the coupon is only a

fraction of a penny. If, however, the coupon is exchanged at the time of purchase of the item
described on the coupon, a higher value would be deducted. The instructions are specific.
“Redemption” is of little or no value to those who have not looked into the horrible reflection

of God’s law and recognized themselves as lost and condemned sinners. The value is only
when they recognize in the exchange of the old for the new (2 Corinthians 5:17) the price is

precious (1 Peter 1:18), full and free (Ephesians 2:8-9). Not only redemption, but all of the
“R’s” are used in our everyday concepts. These concepts can be applied to conceptual
understanding, especially of the Gospel.
Much popular art employs the “R’s.” A basic theme in cinema is the quick resolution
of a crisis presented at the beginning of the film. The central character gets into so much
trouble that even he or she cannot solve the problem alone. Along comes a solution: a
superhero, a wise sage, a contrived scene or a previously unexplored escape. In the movies, it
might appear melodramatic, but solutions appear clear only after clarification from an
external source. The Gospel message of Jesus Christ is very similar in our life’s application.
“While we were still sinners,” (Romans 5:8) and “when we were God’s enemies” (Romans
5:10), Jesus Christ took on our flesh. The Creator became a part of His creation. It took God

to change our sinful situations.
The process used with the students was to 1) help them further understand the
grammatical rubrics of metaphor; 2) present Gospel metaphor targets; 3) show them
examples in movies where Gospel targets might be appropriately explained by the applied
metaphor sources in the movies; and 4) give them the opportunity on their own to look for
scenes in movies that might be used as applied metaphor sources.
The desired outcomes of this project were threefold:
e

the students will better understand central concepts of the Gospel,

e

the students will apply Gospel metaphor targets to metaphor sources that might
appear in secular cinema,

the students will better communicate the Gospel message by using source/target
metaphor.
This project was done to enhance the faith of the students and enable them to use
metaphors from their culture, specifically secular cinema, as applied to the Gospel.

Presuppositions
The following presuppositions are understood to be true prior to entering into this
project. Although they might be disputed by an occasional perspective, they are the basis for
the study and from the sound scriptural teachings of The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod.
Therefore, they will not be treated in depth in this study.
The Bible is the inerrant, infallible Word of God.

The Bible’s message is unchanging (Isaiah 40:8).
The Bible “is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in
righteousness” (2 Timothy 3:16).
The Gospel is God’s action of salvation by grace, through faith in His Son, Jesus
Christ (Ephesians 2:8-9).
The Gospel message is a record of God’s grace extended to us through Word and
Sacrament (Romans 10:17; 1 Peter 3:21; Matthew 26:28) and is efficacious by the

power of the Holy Spirit for eternal salvation through faith.
Metaphors are used to help clarify a concept or domain through a carefully
mapped comparison.
a.

A dictionary definition:
A figure of speech containing an implied comparison, in which a word or
phrase ordinarily and primarily used of one thing is applied to another
(Ex.: the curtain of night, “all the world’s a stage”): cf. SIMILE 3

3 David B. Guralnik, ed. Webster's New World Dictionary of the American Language: Second College
Edition (New York: William Collins and World Publishing Co., Inc. 1978), 893.
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b.

From an academic/pedagogical viewpoint:
... metaphor enables one to transfer learning and understanding from what
is well known to what is less well known in a vivid and memorable way,
thus enhancing learning. This claim is essentially a psychological one,
asserting a connection between vividness, or more precisely, imageability
and learning. ... It is an extremely important result that metaphorical
teaching strategies often lead to better and more memorable learning than
to explicit strategies. 4

c.

The Bible uses the grammatical form of metaphor to clarify God’s truth.
J. A. O. Preus writes:

In fact, there is no way to say the Gospel and spell out the implications of
the Gospel without words, without metaphors. Our problem is that we
have forgotten — or perhaps we never even knew — that our language is
metaphorical. °
e

Jesus frequently used various forms of metaphor (metaphor, simile, parable).
a.

Simile: Luke 17:30 -- "It will be just /ike this on the day the Son of Man is
revealed.”

b.

Metaphor: Although this was introduced as a simile with the previous
example (“like” in Luke 17:30, “one who is on the roof” and “one in the
field” in verse 31, and “Lot’s wife” in verse 32 with a simile application in
verse 33) the word “like” is not repeated. The break in the grammatical
flow signals a metaphor: Luke 17:34-35 — “I tell you, on that night two
people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. Two
women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other
left.” (Also in Matthew 24:40-42)

c.

Parable: Jesus began a parable with a simile: Matthew 25:14 -- "Again, it
will be like a man going on a journey, who called his servants and
entrusted his property to them.”

“ Hugh G. Petrie and Rebecca S. Oshlag, “Metaphor and learning” in Metaphor and Thought, ed.
Andrew Ortony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 580-581.
> J. A. O. Preus, Just Words: Understanding the Fullness of the Gospel (St. Louis: CPH, 2000), 34.
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Theological Foundation

The two theological foundations to be explored in more detail in chapter two are that
we have the responsibility to communicate the Gospel in a way that people can understand
and that modern-day metaphor is appropriate for communicating the Gospel.
First, as theologians, we are responsible for the way in which the word is presented.
We are “servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God” (1 Corinthians 4:1). This

by no means implies that we control the working of the Holy Spirit. But we know that the
message of Scripture can be lost in antiquated language and unfamiliar picture language,
especially if the hearer of the message is not aware of the foundation (target) of the message.

Jesus presented the message of eternal salvation, then He repeated it often by using picture
language so familiar to the people of His day: sheep, wheat, bridegroom (today’s marriage
ceremony is only vaguely similar to the marriage ceremony of Christ’s day). In like manner,

while the message has remained the same, the theologian needs to find effective
communication means, for example, metaphor.
The importance of communication theory and skill becomes evident
when attention turns to the use of the means of grace. Now the pastor’s
stewardship of the Word is at issue. How will we handle this precious
message so that people are able to give ear to it, experience it properly, and
carry it into the days that follow? The answer involves many rhetorical tasks
that are the responsibility of the preacher, so that the people, as the
Confessions state, will hear and meditate upon it. Form is chosen to match
content and function. A style appropriate to the subject matter and the

listeners’ capabilities is utilized. °
Second, without changing or altering the foundation of Scripture, it is possible to
study the mapping employed by Jesus in the metaphors He used. In doing so, we can look for
® Gienn Nielsen, “No Longer Dinosaurs: Relating Lutheran Homiletics and Communication Practice,”

Concordia Journal, 25, no.1 (January 1999), 27.
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compatible modern-day sources that are well understood by today’s youth. As Jesus looked
to His culture for metaphors, so we as theologians look to our current culture.
Here I emphasize once again that it is necessary to understand the original metaphor
in the context of the Scriptures prior to seeking another source. This understanding is
necessary in order to keep the target in focus so that it is not lost by overly concentrating on
the source. When Jesus was using wheat as a source, He was not training his listeners in
agriculture but the Kingdom of God. When using the groom and bride relationship, He was
not giving a discourse on marriage but the relationship that He has with His people. In the

same way, using contemporary cinematic metaphors will need to be interpreted using
Scriptures, particularly the nature and content of the Gospel.

Theoretical Foundation

Metaphor is frequently used in everyday communication to express comparisons for
clarification. It was therefore the intention of this project to narrow the use of metaphor to
high school students using cinema as the source metaphor to be applied to the target
metaphor of the saving Gospel of Jesus Christ.
To do this I first studied metaphor theory and application. It is possible for a target to
get lost behind a misapplied, outdated or overstated source. The key to the usage of metaphor

in communication is a clear understanding of the target prior to looking for a source example
or domain. ’

7 To better understand how a metaphor might get lost or changed over time, Bruce Fraser writes: “At
one end [of a proposed metaphor continuum] there is what might be called the live metaphor, at the other end

the dead metaphor. The latter is simply an idiom, which was once a live metaphor, but which is now to be
treated as a conventionalized form in the language. The phrase “to kick the bucket,” once used literally and then
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I also studied the use of metaphor as a foundation for learning. Most, if not all
learning is done through comparison. ® Our minds are relational, connecting various concepts
by their similarities or opposites. In understanding a new concept, we might relate it to a
familiar and previous experience. The opposite can be true: although they are both citrus
fruits, lemons are not sweet like oranges (a comparison made using a negative).
The final stage of this study is to examine “applied metaphor.” In metaphor, a
comparison (mapping or bridge) needs to be built using the similar/dissimilar characteristics
of each domain. ? When Jesus spoke of the “yeast of the Pharisees” (Matthew 16:12), He
used the metaphor of yeast to describe the Pharisees’ destructive teachings. An applied
metaphor is a metaphoric strategy in which a different source is used for the target. Today,
we might use a computer virus that slowly eats up vital programs as a different application
source while still maintaining the veracity of the original metaphor.
In other words, we are exposed to new experiences daily. Those experiences are
compared to other experiences in our past. When a new experience is used to explain a target,
it is called “applied metaphor.” “Applied metaphor” is a description for what Raymond
Gibbs describes as “metaphoric processing”:
metaphorically to refer to the final struggles of animals lashed by their feet to a beam calied a “bucket,” has
now lost any sense of its original source.” Bruce Fraser, “The interpretation of novel metaphors” in Metaphor
and Thought ed. Andrew Ortony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 330.
8 See footnote 3 above

° George Lakoff and Mark Johnson write: “This is an example of what it means for a metaphorical
concept, namely, ARGUMENT IS WAR, to structure (at least in part) what we do and how we understand what we
are doing when we argue. The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in

terms of another. It is not that arguments are a subspecies of war. Arguments and wars are different kinds of
things — verbal discourse and armed conflict — and the actions performed are different kinds of actions. But
ARGUMENT is partially structured, understood, performed, and talked about in terms of WAR. The concept is
metaphorically structured, the activity is metaphorically structured, and, consequently, the language is
metaphorically structured.” George Lackoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1980), 5.
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Metaphoric processing, as opposed to processing metaphoric language, may
be distinguished as an intentionally selected strategy of reading. When readers
adopt such strategies, the processing that occurs is metaphoric. Even though
there is no special linguistic or textual material that is either metaphoric or
motivated by metaphoric modes of thought. In this way, metaphor might
legitimately be viewed as one type of cognitive strategy that colours people’s
imaginative understanding of texts and real-world situations. Of course, it is
quite possible that people, at least in some situations, might immediately, and
non-strategically, begin to process a text or situation metaphorically. ... Yet,
just as people might quickly conceptualise some real-world experience (e.g.
falling in love) in metaphorical ways to better understand that experience,
people might employ metaphoric processing as an indispensable part of
making sense of many ordinary events in their lives. Thus, metaphoric
processing might not just be a special literary strategy employed by readers
when interpreting texts. !°
In this context, Gibbs gives the example of children reading fairy tales. On the first
level, the children see them as entertainment. The reader may then further explain a moral
that can be gained from that story. The child might continue to allegorize the story and see
situations in their own lives that parallel the events in the tale. This last process is called
“metaphoric processing” by Gibbs. In this project I use the term: “‘applied metaphor.” It is the
process whereby an individual constructs a “bridge” of understanding between two concepts
where formerly there was none. It is that epiphany when understanding is clarified by using
an example that the author had previously not intended.
Where Gibbs referenced this action within the context of reading literature or
everyday experiences, this MAP was more specific in making metaphoric mapping or

“processing” when Gospel targets are “applied” to metaphoric sources. These sources are
gleaned from the students watching movies.

'© Raymond W. Gibbs, Jr., “Researching Metaphor,” in Researching and Applying Metaphor, ed.
Lynne Cameron and Graham Low (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 41.
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The Project in the Context of Recent Research
By using metaphor and modern cinema, high school students can gain a better
understanding of the Gospel. Within youth culture, cinema plays an important role. Theaters,
video rental stores, and television (network and cable) are the sources of the cinema that are
prevalent in the lives of youth today.
As referenced above, Hugh G. Petrie and Rebecca S. Oshlag '' have pointed to the
importance of metaphor to intellectual development and understanding. The basics of
learning employ metaphor — comparisons between things, making connections, and storing
that knowledge. Essentially, something is often better understood when it is compared to
something else (bigger/smaller; lighter/darker; closer/further).
This project offered the opportunity for youth to use the familiar and have epiphanies
(“A-hah’s”) into new ways of understanding and expressing Gospel truths. This project
offered the value of using the changing culture to help understand the unchanging and
constant truths of the Gospel.
Just as the metaphor sources of winnowing fork and chaff might be lost to nonagrarian cultures, metaphor sources of previous generations might be lost to today’s youth
generation. Icons of the past (vinyl records, 8-tracks, and Betamax) have given way to icons
of the present generation (camera cell phones, digital listening devices like the iPod and
Sony’s portable gaming system that can also play movies, the PSP). Recently, I was

explaining that God’s grace is efficacious and that we don’t have to understand everything
about that grace before God blesses us with it. The example used was the iPod. The students

"! See footnote 3 above.
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didn’t have to know everything about the digital compression prior to using the units.
Listening to the music does not entail full engineering knowledge. God’s love is far beyond
our human understanding — but we are assured that through Word and Sacrament God’s
grace is ours.

The Project Developed
Research Methodology
The research for this project employed various methodologies presently used in the
education of high school students. This involved the presentation of a unit within the “Media
and Philosophy” class to approximately 75 students of the junior and senior classes at
Lutheran High North, Houston, Texas, and the evaluation of that program. The process was

to train students in Gospel concepts, usage of metaphor and source/target metaphor
connections by means of lecture, viewing of cinema (whole movies and scenes), quizzes,

homework and oral and written surveys.
For the evaluation process, the students were shown an initial video with an applied

metaphor predetermined by me but without explanation to the students. They watched the
video again at the end of the unit and were tested on it to see if they had grown in their ability
to identify the “source” and “target” of the Gospel metaphor.
In order to assess the current understanding of the students concerning Gospel themes
and metaphor, an initial quiz was given to them. They were asked to write a definition of the
Gospel and Gospel themes; a definition of metaphor; a source/target metaphor for the
Gospel; a source/target metaphor extrapolated from a scene in a movie; and what experiences
15

they have had about sharing Jesus with a friend (Christian or non-Christian) and the process
that they used. It was used as a tool to focus on the direction of future instruction of that unit,

and as a norm for the student’s understanding at that point in time.
Presentation of the material to the high school students was done two ways, lecture
and watching video. The lecture centered on information necessary to form a foundation and
understanding of metaphors. Students were presented the definitions for various terms.
Differing forms of material were presented to the students. Study sheets along with notes
written on the chalk board or PowerPoint presentations were copied by the students into their
workbooks. This learning combined visual, tactile and aural presentations in order for the
student to better retain information. Special care was given to instruct the students not to lose
the original intention of the video. They were encouraged to view the video with the
understanding of its original intention, but also be sensitive to the possibility of applied
metaphors. Various genres of secular cinema were used (“Joe Versus the Volcano” as
comedy/romance, “Buzz Lightyear of Star Command” as children, and “Matrix” as
suspense/sci-fi). After the students used the above tools, the teacher reviewed their notes to
determine if the material presented was the material understood. The students’ notes were
advantageous because they offered immediate feedback from the students to be used for
further clarification and instruction.
Class discussion was also a valuable tool for the measurement of the students’
understanding. As the students expressed what they had just experienced in the classroom,
they were learning how to put that concept into their own words, and communicate it to those
around them. Discussion was an evaluative tool for my presentation. It was necessary to
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determine if the students understood the material and that I could continue to give additional
information.
After the presentation, in order to determine if the students had understanding of the
material, short quizzes were given. The quizzes used short answer to determine the
understanding of definitions (theological Gospel concepts and language usage of metaphor).

The quizzes also employed essay to determine if the student had grasped the source/target
concept of individual metaphors by individually expressing three points: the source
metaphor, the target metaphor and the connection between the two. A more in depth essay

question was employed to determine if the students had grasped the practical application of
source/target metaphor. These essays were centered on a modern day scenario in which this
metaphor might be applied.
Once the basics (definitions of Gospel themes and metaphor) were presented, students
were given assignment to look for a metaphorical connection between the cinema they
viewed outside the classroom, on their own, and a Gospel truth. This information was
communicated to the teacher with written information: the name (including episode if

necessary) of the video, a short explanation of the scene, identification of the source
metaphor from that scene, identification the target metaphor from the Gospel themes, and a
brief description of a situation in which they might use this connection in their lives (whether
personal or sharing this discovery with friends).
After the unit, ten students were selected based on their abilities to comprehend the
concepts of this unit. They were asked to briefly outline any change in their understanding of
Gospel themes and metaphor from before the unit, through the unit, and then after the unit.
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They were also asked whether they saw this process as a way to grow in their faith. They
were asked if there was anything else that could have been added to the unit to assist in
greater understanding. They then were asked if they would and how they might use the
information gained in the unit in their future lives.

The Contents of This Major Applied Project

Chapter Two will explore the theological aspects of metaphor usage and how
contemporary metaphors are well suited for bringing the Gospel to today’s hearers,
especially the youth.
Chapter Three will explore the grammatical/pedagogical aspects of metaphor usage.
The chapter will begin with a brief grammatical rubric concerning the usage of metaphor and
similar grammatical forms. The rubric will then be expanded into the educational value of
using metaphor.
Chapter Four will describe the project presented to the students and the
methodology behind the presentation.
Chapter Five will be the evaluation of the project by both studying the feedback
(quizzes and interviews from the students) and analysis of the materials presented.
Chapter Six will contain suggestions for the future.
The Appendix section will include unit plans and materials used in Chapter Three.
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Conclusions:
Through the use of metaphor, the students have a greater understanding of the Gospel
message. Through the MAP I sought to see if the students exhibited a level of capability for
“discovering” new metaphors that can be used to share the Gospel message. If successful, the
students would gain a heightened awareness of opportunities in which to witness to the
Gospel using metaphor. I am certain they would be able to use a readily available and
identifiable medium to speak the Gospel boldly to their generation.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE NECESSITY FOR METAPHOR UNDERSTANDING
IN THE HERMENEUTIC CONTEXT

Introduction
The theologian has a responsibility to the Gospel text and to the hearers/readers of his
presentation. Certainly, the theologian properly recognizes the purpose and work of the Word
in the life of his hearers/readers:
Holy

Scripture

ascribes

conversion,

faith in Christ,

rebirth, renewal,

and

everything that belongs to the actual beginning and completion of these
things, not to the human powers of the natural free will—neither totally,
halfway, somewhat, nor in the slightest and smallest bit—but rather ascribes
all this in solidum (that is, completely and totally) to divine activity and to the
Holy Spirit alone. (FC, 2, 1, 25) 2

The theologian is also responsible for communicating that Word faithfully and effectively,
and this chapter will explore how metaphor helps the theologian to fulfill that responsibility.
First the theologian must give a theological rational for the use of metaphor and then second
how to interpret it properly.
The theologian is also responsible to communicate that Gospel within the context of
his hearers/listeners.

Here a cultural, sociological, physiological analysis of the hearers is essential.
People in the United States are post-modern. They are post-literate. They live

'? Robert Kolb and Timothy Wengert, Ed., The Book of Concord: The Confessions of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 2000), 459.
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in a post-Christian society. The effect of the media on listening skills and the
thinking process is extensive. The values and norms of the social/civic realm
affect all congregational members. Visual and emotional avenues of
communication dominate. Narrative logic rather than deductive argumentation
is the effective medium of electronic technology. An informal orality is in; a
formal written/read style is out. '?
In order to faithfully interpret metaphors, it is important to apply the following rules.
Because God’s Word utilizes the tool of metaphor, we then use metaphor in our faithfulness
in the creative use of the Means of Grace. This chapter ends with an argument for employing

contemporary cinema in the creative use of the Word.

Theological Justification for the Use of Metaphor as a Tool to Proclaim the Gospel

The Scriptures are much more than just alphabetical symbols joined into words to
convey concepts. Its pages are more than pages from a novel or a history book. Martin Luther
writes in his Large Catechism, “For this Word is not idle or dead, but effective and living.” is
The Word breathes the forgiveness of sins, life and salvation into the hearts and lives of
God’s people.
The Gospel is more than words. ... This is true of any communication,
but it is especially true of communication with the Gospel because the Gospel
is the Word of God. The Word of God is a creative, powerful word, energized
by the Holy Spirit. ... Although all words are eventful, only the Word of God
is fully creative and powerful. The Word of God is theologically eventful
because in it God is at work doing what only He can do. !
This understanding of the Bible has the Bible’s own testimony to
support it. It tells us that the Scriptures are designed to make us “wise unto
'3 Glenn Nielsen, “No Longer Dinosaurs: Relating Lutheran Homiletics and Communication Practice,”
Concordia Journal, 25, no.1 (January 1999), 28.

Kolb, 400:101.
'S Jacob A. O. Preus, Just Words: Understanding the Fullness of the Gospel (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 2000), 17-18.
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salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus” (2 Tim. 3:15). One of the

Bible’s most prolific authors was determined to know nothing among his
readers except Christ crucified (1 Cor. 2:2). The Savior Himself urged us to
“search the Scriptures.” Why? Because “they are they which testify of Me”
(John 5:39). The Bible is not a religious scrapbook. It is not a loose collection
of episodes, laws, precepts, maxims, aphorisms, proverbs, parables, poems,
songs, letters, etc. — although it is that too. But the Bible is primarily an
integrated revelation of God’s plan of salvation through Jesus Christ for the
entire world. '©
Within that Word, God extensively uses the grammatical form of metaphor to convey
Gospel concepts.
The Bible gives us a deep and rich language, one laden with colorful
metaphors that speak of the wonderful things our God has done for us in
Christ Jesus. We have many ways to say the truth of justification, many names
to give it. Each delivers its own share of the truth of God’s love for us. ...
Their familiarity, however, also may cause us to take them for granted and
may lead to a failure to appreciate them as powerful, evocative, and living
metaphors. !”
Scriptural metaphors were used in dramatic ways. They transposed high and lofty
spiritual concepts into the understanding of the people of Jesus’ day. Jesus chose the simple
and the familiar to convey Gospel truths. '* People knew and lived these metaphor source
experiences daily. This relationship with the familiar then became the basis for what Jesus
used to reveal long hidden mysteries (Colossians 1:26). We have a God that is far beyond our
understanding, and Jesus used the everyday occurrences of the people to reveal portions of
that majesty and grace that was theirs by faith in Him.

'6 Francis C. Rossow, “Words Toward the Cross,” Concordia Journal (January 2001): 30.

"7 Preus, 27-28.
'8 The Means of Grace are an excellent example of God using the common to reveal the extraordinary.
1 Corinthians 1:23 reveals God's plan of the salvation of the world through the cross to be a “stumbling block”
and “foolishness.” It was a common and despised form of tortuous punishment with which the Jews of that day
were familiar.
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The Gospel also is alive simply because it is words. ...
This power is particularly evident in metaphors. Good metaphors are
vivid and evocative. In fact, each way of saying the Gospel is a figure of
speech whereby we speak about one true thing in terms that are seen to be
suggestive of another. It is metaphor, at least as language. It is metaphor
precisely because it is language. '°
One of the most commonly used forms of metaphor in the Scriptures is the parable.
Martin Scharlemann writes about the theological significance of the proper application of this
metaphor. These parables are much more than just quaint stories. They are revelatory. They
are part of the living, breathing Word of God.
The final method is one that relates the parables of Jesus to the whole
story of God’s redemptive concern. This method recognizes the parables as
being kerygmatic, as being told to call forth the recognition of Jesus as
embodying in His person and ministry the powers of the kingdom of God.
Accordingly, the parables constitute a touchstone of understanding the nature
of God’s kingdom as seen in the words and works of Jesus. The “mystery”
referred to in Mark’s statement on the purposes of the parables (4:11, 12) is
none other than Jesus Himself. In Him God came to reestablish Himself as
King in a very particular and final way. The parables confront the hearer and
the reader with the challenge to take a position over against Jesus of Nazareth.
He had come to redeem mankind; so He confronted men, particularly in the

parables, with the necessity of accepting Him in order to make sense out of
His parabolic teaching. 20
Not only are the metaphors of the Scriptures creative in and of themselves, it is
essential for the theologian to continue that creative use of metaphors in the theologian’s
preaching. Dr. Francis Rossow amplifies that need for creativity for the benefit of the hearer.
He writes that within the Word itself, there are possibilities or “handles” to amplify the
already rich creativity already present. The examples he gives offer a metaphoric
understanding of what is already in the Scriptures, epiphanies to greater clarity.
? Preus, 35.
20 Martin H. Scharlemann, Proclaiming the Parables (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1963),

26-27.
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The examples in this article, to be sure, lack any such Biblical

endorsement. But these examples are being presented to you, if not with the
authority, at least in the spirit of much Biblical prophecy and typology. The
“words toward the Cross” presented are obviously not exegetical discoveries.
They are at best hunches, Aha-experiences — but Aha-experiences J am
confident that can enrich your appreciation of the Scriptures and the Christ
they so abundantly and clearly contain, 7!
As theologians, we have a stewardship when it comes to communicating the Word.
“Let a man so account of us, as of the ministers of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of

God” (1 Corinthians 4:1, KJV). Yes, the Word is efficacious through the working of the Holy
Spirit, but the theologian’s task us more than just presenting a list of doctrines or laws. As the
Word is alive, so should the theologian present its truths. He needs to utilize all possible
forms of communication at his disposal — not to draw attention to himself or take focus away
from the Word — but to present that Word as clearly and creatively as possible.
The importance of communication theory and skill becomes evident
when attention turns to the use of the means of grace. Now the pastor’s
stewardship of the Word is at issue. How will we handle this precious
message so that people are able to give ear to it, experience it properly, and
carry it into the days that follow? The answer involves many rhetorical tasks
that are the responsibility of the preacher, so that the people, as the
Confessions state, will hear and meditate upon it. Form is chosen to match
content and function. A style appropriate to the subject matter and the
listeners’ capabilities is utilized. Preparation and practice of the delivery
occurs. These are just three of the communication activities needed to
carefully craft a sermon that is listenable, involving, and memorable. There
are others, but the practice of preaching to actual people in a live setting
demands that such rhetorical decisions be made so that the life-saving
message of Christ crucified and risen is heard. The place of communication
theory and practice finds its place in just his location — in the preacher’s use of
the means of grace so that they are not ignored but given a hearing. ””

2! Francis C. Rossow, “Words Toward the Cross,” Concordia Journal (January 2001): 36.
” Glenn Nielsen, “No Longer Dinosaurs: Relating Lutheran Homiletics and Communication Practice,”

Concordia Journal, 25, no.1 (January 1999), 27.
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One such “rhetorical task” or “style appropriate to the subject matter and the
listeners’ capabilities” is metaphor. John begins his Gospel with, “In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God” (John 1:1). The Old Testament
promises and prophecies of God became incarnate in Jesus (John 1:14). The metaphors and
parables of Jesus confronted the historical hearer and confront today’s reader with the very
person of Jesus. The Word, Jesus Christ, the second person of the Trinity, and all forms of

His written and spoken Word are important “yesterday and today and forever” (Hebrews
13:8). Metaphor, then, is used in Scripture and by those using Scripture to bring that creative
Word creatively into the lives of readers and hearers.

Faithful Interpretation of Biblical Metaphors

Many of the metaphorical sources in the Scriptures are based in an agrarian society
that used crude farming practices (at least by today’s standards). The source of understanding
in the marriage metaphor that permeates the Bible is far from today’s practice of dating,
engagement, marriage and honeymoon. The astute exegete must first understand the source
portion of a metaphor prior to applying its meaning for today. The exegete cannot rely on
understanding on the part of the listener.
But language is not exact and precise. The same word, for instance,
can have different meaning for different persons even though long usage has
made standard its meaning. Allowance must always be made, however, for
wide ranges of nuances and variations born of individual associations and
experiences. ... A word means what the speaker intends it to mean, but the
personal equivalences for the hearer may differ. This difference is found to
arise primarily out of the emotional associations that have gathered around the
word as a result of the hearer’s particular experiences. The communicator,
therefore, chooses his words with care, is careful about syntactical

construction, but also is alert to possible deep emotional responses to the
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words he is using. ... We have all had the experience of speaking and being
completely puzzled by the response we receive because it seems to be either
out of proportion to what we have said or completely irrelevant. 7°
The same communication confusion arises when people from different cultures and
life experiences try to relate in metaphor. The basis for metaphor is that the source has a
mutual understanding. This understanding then clarifies the target which might not be as
clearly understood prior to the use of the metaphor. The source, therefore, needs to be

mutually understood for the metaphor to work properly.
Scriptural metaphors are grounded in the culture of their time. We cannot take for
granted that the metaphor sources are universally understood today in another culture.
However, this does not mean that we change the metaphor’s target, as Preus points out.
The metaphor, more specifically the metaphor’s target and mapping, must remain. But if the
source is not mutually understood, the metaphor can be rendered useless. This then prompts

the exegete to “apply” the metaphor’s source into his contemporary culture or generation.
... there is an important distinction between interpretation and application.
Interpretation establishes the meaning which God’s Spirit intended to convey
through a passage. This meaning can only be single. ... the original meanings
of some passages no longer speak directly to later generations, and that
therefore an application of the meaning must be made. 7°
It would be too easy to dismiss parables and metaphors from the Bible that no longer
relate to our cultural landscape. But these Gospel metaphors, many from the mouth of Jesus
Himself, are a part of the divinely inspired Word of God. These are much more than
antiquated stories using archaic language. They are a part of the message of salvation that
3 Reuel L. Howe, The Miracle of Dialogue (New York: The Seabury Press, 1963), 27.

24 Preus, 27.
25 Herbert T. Mayer, Interpreting the Holy Scriptures (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1967),

61-62
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Jesus lived, died, rose and is here right now. To gloss over them would be a travesty. They
are still as important today as they were centuries ago. What needs to done is to reveal their
life by applying them to the culture and lives of people today.
Every society has its own stories. The history and values of a society

are communicated through cultural stories and songs. Those who tell the
stories and pipe the tunes may be those who control the future of a society.
Music and drama help express the soul of a culture. A culture rich in stories is
deep in soul power. ...
The Bible is the great story, made up of many stories. 7°
Metaphor sources are common life experiences within a given culture. At times,
different cultures may have similar experiences, allowing a metaphor to be easily transported
between those cultures. However, if the source content of the metaphor is not clearly
understood, it must be reapplied.
It may perhaps have seemed that by ruling out any interpretation of the
parables which gives them a general application, and insisting upon their
intense particularity as comments upon an historical situation, we have
reduced their value as instruments of religious teaching, and left them with no
more than an historical interest. The parables, however, have an imaginative
and poetical quality. They are works of art, and any serious work of art has
significance beyond its original occasion. ... Their teaching may be fruitfully
applied and re-applied to all sorts of new situations which were never
contemplated at the time when they were spoken. But a just understanding of
their original import in relation to a particular situation in the past will put us
on right lines in applying them to our own new situations. 7”
It is essential that we continue to mine the Scriptures for their immeasurable riches
and apply and reapply those riches to our present day lives. Therefore, in order to properly
use applied metaphor (updating Scriptural pictures), a theologian needs to understand
grammatical rubrics. This understanding encompasses much more than just being able to
?6 Dean Borgman, When Kumbaya Is Not Enough: A Practical Theology for Youth Ministry (Peabody,
Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, Inc., 1997), 132-133.
?7 C,H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961), 157.
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discern the difference between past, present and future tenses. It also includes context,
sentence structure, idioms and the proper use of metaphor.
The Bible student who works in the original Biblical languages spends
much of his time in the study and analysis of grammar. Grammar itself
supplies the rules or principles according to which a writer relates words and
various parts of the sentence to each other so that his readers will understand
his point. ...
A good portion of the Bible student’s time will be spent in the study of
individual words, for they are boxcars that carry much of the freight of the
divinely intended meaning. 7
The historical/grammatical method of Scripture interpretation has been held in the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod — and the universal Christian church — as the method to do that
textual study.
For more than eighteen centuries the Christian Church answered all of
these questions in a manner sufficiently consistent to make it possible to speak
of a clearly identifiable traditional position, a position that many call the
“historical-grammatical” view. 7?
As to the grammatical aspect:
One obviously human aspect of the Sacred Scriptures is that the language of
the Bible is human language, written to be read and understood by human
beings. Accordingly, the Bible’s language conforms to the usual principles of
grammar and syntax. The biblical literature contains many of the literary
forms and devices used by other literature for the purpose of effective
communication. °°
As to the historical aspect:
Inasmuch
insulated
literature
addressed

as the Bible was written in history by authors who were not
from the culture in which they lived and wrote, and inasmuch as its
was not produced in a vacuum but was originally composed for and
to distinctively discreet situations and circumstances, this literature

78 Mayer, 55-56.
?° Commission on Theology and Church Relations, “A Comparative Study of Varying Contemporary
Approaches to Biblical Interpretation” (St. Louis: The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, 1973), 2.

3° Tbid., 5.
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has a historical dimension that gives it its own peculiar and concrete
particularity. In this sense, it is time-bound and culture-conditioned as is every
product of the human mind and spirit. >!
First, an in depth study of the original text is needed. Proper historical/grammatical
principles are to be applied. Scriptures use the grammatical form of metaphor and many other
related forms to proclaim and clarify the Gospel message. Common contemporary mental
“pictures” serve as sources for those metaphors. Because of the changing meaning of words
and concepts, some metaphors might not be clearly understood. Even though we might

understand what a shepherd does (raise sheep), in today’s urban culture there is no clear
understanding of the relationship that a shepherd had with his sheep. Since that is the case,
much of what Psalm 23 conveys might be lost. It is up to the theologian to study the
contextual culture and, therefore, the meaning of those metaphors. It is only after

understanding the metaphor within its context that it can be effectively reapplied to the hearts
and lives of people today.
Second, it is important to determine the original intent (“bridge” or comparison —
truth revealed) of the Biblical metaphor. The intent of the metaphor needs to be determined
along with the application to the historical events in Scripture. Metaphors are picturesque
stories — and much more than that. The theologian studies how the two concepts of the
metaphor relate. Using the Psalm 23 example again, a reader might not understand that sheep
will not drink from flowing water. “Still waters” are much more than added decoration to a
pastoral scene. Understanding the detailed care of the shepherd to his sheep adds a dimension
of intimacy between God and His people that might have been missed without the bridging

3! Ibid., 6.
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understanding. As the shepherd leads us to “still waters,” so does God take care of our needs
in this life. Therefore, contextual cultural understanding adds to a metaphor’s revelation.

Third, it is essential that the target (truth to be explained) not be altered. The source is
the only concept can be substituted — and only if it maintains the integrity of the text. The
original concept has to be properly transferred and maintained in the new metaphor. The
modern-day “picture” true to the original needs to be commonly understood and able to bear
the weight of the truth being conveyed. The bridge of comparison is to be preserved so that
only the source is altered. The theologian should not use these new stories as a way to call
attention to his own skills. Nor should the story take emphasis away from the truth being
revealed. On the other hand, a creatively constructed or applied contemporary metaphor
which is faithful to the target can richly proclaim the saving message of the Gospel.
Finally, the process needs to be clear and understandable enough to help the
comprehension of the hearer. Just as it is essential to understand the cultural context of the
original metaphor, so it is to understand the cultural context of the contemporary individual
to whom this updated metaphor is being related. We live in a society that has many cultures
and sub-cultures. A metaphor that uses a source a blue-collar audience might understand
might not be understood if it were to be used in a technical computer audience. To
misunderstand the audience or misapply a metaphor shows irresponsibility on the part of the
theologian. Today’s theologian needs to know the culture of the people that surrounds them.
It is in that experience that the theologian can relate Gospel truths to commonly experienced
and understood metaphor sources.
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Modern Day Metaphor: Why Cinema?

The context of this Major Applied Project is with high school youth in an urban
setting. Their lives are far removed from the cultural surroundings of the Bible by centuries,
philosophy and culture. Yet the youth of today need to understand the richness of the Gospel
recorded in the Scriptural metaphors. Therefore, this project used scenes from secular movies
to reapply the metaphor sources of Scriptural metaphor. This process worked to be true to the
mapping and target of the metaphors the Scriptures used; only the sources were updated. My
goal was that the students might better understand the Gospel truths with contemporary

metaphor sources.
Today’s youth are a media driven culture.
To understand the world of youth is to feel the cutting edge of cultural
change. Each new kind of music, new genre of movie, new fad, and new

advertising pitch is a challenge to those who would understand the beauties
and pitfalls of our culture and the ups and downs of adolescent years. To do
theology in youth culture forces one to be in touch with the spirit of the age
and the trends of the times. Questions raised by each twist of contemporary
history must be taken to the faithful truth of Scripture. Fidelity to Scripture

and creeds, relevance to the times, and integrity of self are the threefold
responsibilities of Christian theology. >”
Just as the metaphor sources of winnowing fork and chaff (Matthew 3:12) might be
lost to non-agrarian cultures, metaphor sources of previous generations might be lost to
today’s youth generation. As mentioned in Chapter 1, icons of the past (vinyl records, 8-

tracks, and Betamax) have given way to icons of the present generation (camera cell phones,
digital listening devices like the iPod and Sony’s portable gaming system that can also play
movies, the PSP).
2 Dean Borgman, When Kumbaya Is Not Enough: A Practical Theology for Youth Ministry (Peabody,
Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, Inc., 1997), 13.
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Culture, media, and technology can all be potent sources which provoke

religious experience and theological reflection. ... It is important to say that
this need should in no way be seen as undermining the unique place that
scripture has always had, certainly within the Christian faith, as the
fundamental] revelation of God. Nor are we advocating a sort of pantheism.
Rather, what this book attempts is at another level, the reflective and
discursive. The use of the film medium in religious discussion may make us
reflect upon our theological ideas or religious praxis. ... It can, and should,
throw us back to our ideas and practices, and rethink them in the light of the

impact of the medium. *
William Romanowski reflects on the process of a perfectly created yet fallen creation.
In this context, we have been placed as caretakers of what God has created. Secular cinema

has long been condemned by certain denominations because it reflects a fallen man and
fallen creation. ** Such an excuse might relieve us of the responsibility of continued
stewardship of God’s creation. He writes:
As Christians renewed in Christ and restored as God’s stewards, our task now
after the fall is to work toward the progressive removal of the effects of sin
everywhere, even in the most mundane activities. Paul writes: “So whether

you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God” (1 Cor.
10:31). In motive and purpose, action and deed, Christian cultural endeavors
should affirm that we are God’s ambassadors in a fallen world — at home and
in church, in the marketplace, government, schools, education, the media, and
the arts. ...
Christians can act now in full confidence of the promise that at Christ’s return,

“The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his
Christ, and he will reign for ever and ever” (Rev. 11:15). ...
The popular arts will be counted among those treasures. They too are
possibilities in God’s creation that should be put into service. 0
This is to say that even though the creation has been infected with sin (Romans 8:2022), all of creation can still reflect the glory of God and praise Him in most awesome ways
33 David John Graham, “The Uses of Film in Theology,” in Explorations in Theology and Film ed.
Clive Marsh and Gaye Ortiz (Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishers Ltd., 2001), 37-38.
* William D. Romanowski, Eyes Wide Open: Looking for God in Popular Culture (Grand Rapids:
Brazos Press: A Division of Baker Book House, Co., 2001), 12.

35 Thid., 52.
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(Psalm 148). Therefore, as we reflect on the stories and metaphors of Jesus, we see Him

using what was commonly recognizable and understood by His hearers. Wheat grain plucked
from a stalk, the pastoral picture of the relationship between a shepherd and his sheep and the
use of the profession of fishing were all contemporary pictures Jesus used to express the
truths of the Gospel message. The action of this project is similar: reaching out and
proclaiming the truths of Scripture using common elements (movies, video, cinema) with

which our youth identify.
In the Bible we see God’s message traveling to reach large numbers of people
through visions, dreams, prophecies, stone tablets, and letters; on boats; by

messengers; at big gatherings; in synagogues, arenas, and amphitheaters; and
through God incarnate, Jesus Christ. The messages Jesus brings to us are of
faith, hope, love, forgiveness, grace, mercy, compassion, redemption,
salvation, reconciliation, and sanctification. These messages are for everyone
near and far. We are called to be “witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8 NRSV). Just as God used

common means of communication during Bible times, he can use modern
forms of communication to speak to us. The fruit ought to be the same:
changed lives. So we should not be surprised that God can and does use
cinema as a vehicle for the divine message. ...
We may catch glimpses of God not only in movies that directly
explore religious themes or characters but also in movies that use images,

ideas, and individuals in metaphoric ways. *©
Within metaphor, the source is a symbol used to better understand the target. That
symbol evokes images, emotions and experiences. The source of the metaphor can bring new
life to target. Its purpose is to possibly transform distant and difficult to understand material
(target) that we might tend to avoid and turn that target into something intimate and personal.

3 Jasmin Sung and Richard Peace, “Eyes to See, Ears to Hear, and Minds to Understand Movies and

Other Media,” in God Through the Looking Glass: Glimpses From the Arts ed. William David Spencer and
Aida Besangon Spencer (Grand Rapids: BridgePoint Books a division of Baker Book House Co., 1998), 144,

146.
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By presenting a Word of God in symbolic form, art stimulates and
permits the mind of the receiver to relate the Word to his own human
experiences, understandings, and life. By speaking in symbols, art makes the
Word of life actually a word of Life — for the present and for the present
person, even when it speaks of the past. It relates and interprets eternal truths
to the world of time and change and action. >”
Movies offer a strong motivation in the form of narrative. When watching a movie we
are drawn into the screen as we suspend disbelief. Vicariously we participate with the
characters on the screen. The power of narrative becomes intimate and can speak to the
hidden depths of a person’s life.
A story is often a world created for someone to
imagination and so live with the characters as a
know as the story is told that this is not our life,
family and home. But we vicariously become a
the resolution, experiencing what is going on in

enter through their
plot unfolds. Of course, we
that it is not our work and
part of the action, the conflict,
the narrative. It’s the way

movies [emphasis mine] work, as well as television, novels, theater, radio

drama, and certain narratives within sermons. Good stories told well simply
invite participation of the whole person. Thus we do not merely understand a
story, we participate in it as well. 38

Therefore, secular cinema can be used as a new source for Biblical metaphor. By
using the narrative in cinema we are putting the created realm into service of the Word of
God (the target). The “living” narrative can be used to help understand the life giving/living
Word.
One caution, however, is the type of movies that can be used. Not all are appropriate
for a Christian school. Personally I love James Bond 007 movies. In many aspects James
Bond can be seen as a Jesus type in his movies: he achieves the impossible to rescue those

37 Allan Hart Jahsmann, Power Beyond Words: Communication Systems of the Spirit and Ways of
Teaching Religion (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1969), 164.
38 Glenn Nielsen, “Preaching Doctrine in a Postmodern Age,” Concordia Journal, 27, no.1 (January
2001): 24.
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who are in deadly situations. However, if one were to contemplate James Bond movies, one

of the first items to come to mind would be the females that are involved in a lusting and
adulterous relationship with him. A phrase I use is, “the package has to withstand the weight
of the message.” Since James Bond movies are known for their twisting and breaking of the
sixth commandment, that concept is contrary to using the character James Bond as a Jesus
figure. Even though the Scriptural Gospel metaphor of “rescue” can be seen in the Bond
movies, a greater threat is the perversion of the Gospel being associated with the sinful
lifestyle of the central character.

Summary

Within this chapter we studied three important aspects of the work of the theologian
as he proclaims the Gospel message.
1) Metaphor is a grammatical tool used extensively within the pages of Scripture to
proclaim the Gospel message. Jesus Himself used metaphor similar forms, including simile
and parable. As theologians, our duty is to explore their usage within that context and also
help others to better understand their meaning. Because Scripture uses metaphor, it is
therefore permissible, and indeed part of responsible stewardship, for the theologian to
exercise that same grammatical form when proclaiming the Gospel.
2) The metaphors in the Scriptures were used within a cultural context so that the
original hearers/readers could readily bridge between source and target. Exploring the
cultural context adds a depth of understanding to those metaphors. It is the responsibility of
the theologian to bring that understanding to his contemporary culture.
35

3) Since this project was presented to high school youth, it was seen that media has a
very important role in their lives. Using the narrative of selected scenes of cinema, certain

Gospel metaphor sources can be reapplied to their youth culture.
In the next chapter, I will explore the use of metaphor as a foundation for teaching at
all ages. I will also give examples of how Scriptural metaphor sources can be contemporized.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PRACTICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL ASPECTS OF METAPHOR

Introduction
In this chapter I will explore the grammatical and pedagogical aspects of metaphor
usage. First, I will explore the grammatical rubrics concerning the use of metaphor and
similar grammatical forms. Second, I will explore metaphor as a process by which we learn
from as early as birth. Finally, I will give contemporary details about the seven R’s
(Redemption, Ransom, Rescue, Reconciliation, Regeneration, Replace and Release) used as

metaphor targets in this project.
It is therefore the direction of this chapter to explore that facet of metaphor that is
beyond just a grammar rule. I will start with the grammar rubric as an understanding of
conceptual development. Then I will use metaphor in the classroom as a tool to explore

various concepts. Metaphor brings the light of one conceptual understanding to shine upon a
previously nameless treasure. Metaphor is the tool connecting two concepts to bring about a
chain reaction of an epiphany, an “ah-ha” and a “wow.”
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The Basics
Early in life we memorize a list of 26 symbols we call the alphabet. Although it is
necessary for us to cognitively store the shapes of the symbols, much of the transition
between symbols and sounds is relational: “A” is for apple ... “B” is for ball ... “C” is for
cat. The progression is to other grammatical rules such as a beginning and ending “X” as in
xylophone or fox. While the different sounds are attributed to the same symbol, a comparison
is used to delineate between the two or more resultant sounds.
It is in this development that comparisons become crucial. Along with sounds and
mental pictures, words can also include emotional reaction. This is important because
comparisons can also be misunderstood.
In junior college, I was introduced to a delightful book by S. I. Hayakawa. His
research was a link between symbolism and linguistics.
Words are not really important; what is important is the ideas they stand for.
... The first of the principles governing symbols is this: The symbol is zot the
thing symbolized; the word is not the thing; the map is not the territory it
stands for. °°
When making a comparison, it is important to note that most of the time the source and target
are not identical. What is being related is a common aspect that both of them have. For
example, quite often have taught that “the word is not the thing” to help students handle
anger situations. At times they become emotionally incensed when certain words are spoken.
Just because someone called them a name didn’t turn them into that which they were called.
When they divorce themselves from the term, they were able to deal with their anger. The

° S.J. Hayakawa. Language in Thought and Action (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,

1972), 18, 27.
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comparison quite often fell apart because it became nonsensical. When the students
examined and understood what exactly was said, they were able to more clearly deal with
their anger. For a comparison to work there needed to be separation of the concepts as to
their identity but a connection as to a particular aspect.
This process of comparison between two concepts is called “metaphor.” Metaphor:
from the French métaphore ... from the Latin metaphora ... from the Greek yeragéperr ...
meaning: to carry over. “ Metaphor is the instrument that bears the burden of understanding
between two concepts as from the Greek: Meta -- déperv meaning to “carry over.”

The “Family” of Metaphor
For this chapter, several other grammar tools will be explored under the family of
“metaphor.” The grammatical use of metaphor is a comparison between two concepts
without a “mapping” *! or connection by using the words “like” or “as.”
Therefore, a “‘simile” could be considered a metaphor with a completed “mapping.” A
simple metaphor might be: “Sam is a turtle.” A further explanation can be given when it is
expanded to a simile: “Sam is as slow as a turtle.” Once that concept is understood by a
group familiar with Sam’s slow habits, the simile might slide into a nickname: “Turtle Sam.”

Among that group, “turtle” could be perceived as something negative (an insult) or as
something more positive if Sam buys into the concept and plays along, possibly giving him a

David B. Guralnik, Ed. Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language: Second
College Edition (New York: William Collins and World Publishing Co., Inc. 1978), 893.

*' A “mapping” is an explanation of comparison between the two concepts ~ one concept that gains
understanding by the understanding of a clearer concept. The “mapping” or “bridge” between the two concepts
is the point of comparison.
.
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life-long endearing identification: “Hey, Turtle!” But if continued as a negative, “turtle”
could turn into slang by derogatorily referring to other “slow” individuals with the same
term.

Identifying metaphor and similes in their grammatical context is important. Knowing
how a metaphor is signaled can make the difference between a literal and metaphoric
interpretation.
There appear to be three basic approaches.
The most obvious, though seldom mentioned, way to signal a
metaphor is to announce it. To say, for example, “Speaking metaphorically,
Harry is married to his work,” is to make explicit that you intend the utterance

to be taken nonliterally and to receive metaphorical processing. ...
The second, and probably the most noted way to signal a metaphorical
intent is to use a semantically anomalous sentence. Examples such as, “Harry

is a wastebasket,” when talking about Harry, or “The crowd floated through
the market,” when discussing the crowd, represent such cases. ...

The third way of signaling metaphorical intention is to use a sentence
which is pragmatically anomalous. In such cases, the sentence is literally
meaningful (in contrast to the case above), but the propositional content
represents a possible state of affairs that is clearly false or irrelevant under the
conditions of utterance.
Let us consider the following examples, not all intended
metaphorically. First, “John is our priest,” under the circumstance of talking
about John, our unreligious next-door neighbor; second, “That remark reflects
an outstanding sensitivity,” said to someone who had just made a remark in
front of the hostess about the tasteless dinner, and third, “He swallowed
gallons of water,” said of someone who nearly drowned. All of these
sentences are clearly meaningful, but all are, in the stipulated context, clearly

untrue, and all signal the need for a nonliteral interpretation. However, while
the former seems to be a clear case of metaphor, the second is an example of
irony, the third of hyperbole.

*” Bruce Fraser, “The interpretation of novel metaphors” in Metaphor and Thought ed. Andrew Ortony
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 334 - 335.
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As Fraser points out, metaphor can be signaled differently. Yet, each of those signals
helps identify a metaphor in its context. When a comparison deals with opposites or a
statement that is not possibly true, a nonliteral approach is taken, resulting in a metaphor.

Metaphor for Conceptual Development and Understanding in a Child
It is important to note that when studying the pedagogical ramifications of metaphor,
the concept may have to be taught, but we have been “living” metaphor since birth. Simply
stated, metaphor is the process of making comparisons to increase knowledge and
understanding of the world around us.
From birth we create mental models of how the world works. These inform
our decisions, guide our behavior and enable us to learn and change. Later, in

an attempt to understand and explain the processes by which we give meaning
to the world, we also construct models of our models. ... How people create
their models of the world can be revealed by a process called modeling.
Although there are a number of ways to model in the sensory and conceptual
domains ... Modeling is a process whereby an observer, the modeler, gathers
information about the activity of a system with the aim of constructing a
generalized description (a model) of how that system works. The model can
then be used by the modeler and others to inform decisions and actions. The
purpose of modeling is to identify ‘what is’ and how ‘what is’ works —
without influencing what is being modeled. *°
I have often wondered how babies view their surroundings and how they process
information. How do their brains work when they are intently focused on their mother? What
neurological stimuli do they process when they put things in their mouth? Why are they
quieted and calmed when walked in the wee hours of the morning (sometimes)? How do they

3 James Lawley and Penny Tompins, Metaphors in Mind: Transformation through Symbolic Modeling
(Highgate, London: The Developing Company Press, 2000), 22-23.
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learn to communicate? How do they associate the word “ball” with the colorful orb placed in
front of them?
When the first of my four sons was born in 1982, I purchased a “heart-beat teddy
bear.” With the 9-volt battery securely in place, it gave off a grumbling, thumping, bubbling
sound comparative to the sound of the baby’s mother’s heartbeat the baby had heard inside
the womb. After the birth of my son, I gave the nurses in the hospital the teddy bear to use in
the nursery.
The chain reaction of babies crying within a hospital nursery is well known. Harried
nurses try to calm down a baby, only to find that when they succeed another is crying
reversing their hard work. When one child started to cry, soon a cacophonous choir
disharmoniously joined their voices. The nurses quickly made use of the volume control on
this teddy bear and discovered that all the babies in the nursery calmed down when the
volume was turned up, reverberating the sound throughout the room. To the surprise of the
nurses, they turned up the volume of the teddy bear — and it worked! The newborns were
quickly quieted. There was a connection! It was a “metaphoric” connection.
It is almost impossible (with the exception of observation) to understand the
“connections” babies make — mainly because they are not able to coherently verbally verify
data. We know the connections are there, but we are not able to understand the concrete

“mapping” that took place to make the “connection.”
As children age, these “connections” become more apparent.
... evidence from spontaneous speech suggests that children as young as three
and four can understand nonperceptual metaphoric grounds. (Children below
this age have not been tested.) Although the first metaphors that children
produce tend to be primarily perceptual ones, ... nonperceptual grounds have
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also been noted. Getner and Stuart (1983) report a three-year-old who
described a new blanket as “full of gas” and a worn-out blanket as “out of
gas.” The four-year-old daughter of a friend of ours remarked on the similarity
between a sympathetic physical pain (her mother had said her arm hurt when
she watched her daughter get a shot) and a feeling of empathy for another
person’s sadness (the child had felt sad for her grandmother when the
grandmother was sad). And another four-year-old, whose father had just died,
seemed to gain insight into the irreversibility of death when a balloon she was
holding soared forever out of reach, prompting her to sob for her father. “
In the first years of life, comparison between concepts, which is metaphor, is present
in the learning process. Little children are not necessarily directed to make comparisons as
they work through concepts. In many ways this seems a natural part of their thinking process.
The next step then would be to see if metaphor can be directed. We have seen metaphor work
— but can we work it?

Metaphor in the Classroom

The interest in how a person learns new concepts is nothing new. Plato, who lived
around 400 B.C., struggled with how a person learns. —
Plato first posed the problem of the acquisition of radically new
knowledge in his famous paradox in the Meno:
You argue that a man cannot enquire either about that which he
knows or about that which he does not know; for if he knows, he
has no need to enquire; and if not, he cannot; for he does not know

the very subject about which he is to enquire. (Plato, Meno 80E,
Jowett translation)
How is it possible to learn something radically new? ...
There is an educational formulation of the issue raised in the Meno
paradox. If we assume that we can simply pour knowledge into the heads of
students, then we are faced with the problem of how those students can ever
recognize what they receive as knowledge, rather than as something to be
rote-memorized. If, however, we insist, as current conventional wisdom as
“ Ellen Winner and Howard Gardner, “Metaphor and irony: Two levels of understanding” in
Metaphor and Thought ed. Andrew Ortony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 434.
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well as constructivist psychology ... would have it, that learning must always
start with what the student presently knows, then we are faced with the
problem of how the student can come to know anything radically new. It is
our thesis that metaphor is one of the central ways of leaping the
epistemological chasm between old knowledge and radically new
knowledge. *°
Educators continue to make comparisons. In science, measurements are compared to
a Standard. If the rote memory cannot grasp or remember the measurement, then another
comparison can be used. Mars and Venus are about the size of the earth — but living on Mars
would be like living at the North Pole, and living on Venus would be like living in a volcano.
For a student, this explanation helps them grasp both mass and temperature.
Metaphors are successful in the fields of math and languages. Math concepts can be
explained in natural occurrences. One example that has often amazed me was given by Josh

McDowell explaining the statistics of Jesus fulfilling eight out of 61 prophecies.
We find that the chance that any man might have lived down to the present

time and fulfilled all eight prophesies is 1 in 10!” [(10 to the 17" power). That
would be 1 in 100,000,000,000,000,000 (17 zeros after the one). In order to

help us comprehend this staggering probability, Stoner illustrates it by
supposing that] we take 10!” silver dollars and Jay them on the face of Texas.
They will cover all of the state two feet deep. Now mark one of these silver
dollars and stir the whole mass thoroughly, all over the state. Blindfold a man
and tell him that he can travel as far as he wishes, but he must pick up one
silver dollar and say that this is the right one. ... Just the same chance that the
prophets would have had of writing these eight prophecies and having them

all come true in any one man, from their day to the present time, providing
they wrote them according to their own wisdom.
This example could be used both in math and geography. With this information, students
could determine how many silver dollars were in each square mile and the weight of those
“> Hugh G. Petrie and Rebeca S. Oshlag, “Metaphor and learning” in Metaphor and Thought ed.
Andrew Ortony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 582-583.

“© Peter W. Stoner, Science Speaks (Chicago: Moody Press, 1963), 100-107; quoted in Josh McDowell,
The New Evidence That Demands a Verdict (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1999), 193.
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dollars. What I also like about this example is that it enables the math teacher to bring
theology into his or her classroom.
In the study of languages, a foreign letter or word could be compared to a similar
letter or word in English. ] remember in my Hebrew class the professor used the comparison
between a camel and the Hebrew letter gimel. That comparison then helped me recognize
that letter, after all the letter did look sort of like a camel.
There are other metaphors (bridges) that can be constructed. The concept of the
vastness of the Exodus might be explained: When Moses led the Children of Israel out of
Egypt, there were as many people as there are in the city of Houston. One might further
explore the logistics of moving everyone in Houston (with some belongings) to El Paso — on
foot! How much food and water would be needed? How would you set up the camp? Once
the students grasp the enormity of that undertaking, they might think of Houston each time
they read the Exodus.
There is no doubt that metaphor is an essential tool for education. It can clarify the
clueless and bring light to darkness. We use metaphor all the time. In the first two sentences I

already used three metaphors (tool ... light ... darkness). With a more careful study of
metaphor and thereby gaining a more effective way to construct bridges (a metaphor) of
understanding between concepts, educators can unearth treasures (another metaphor) that

will awe and inspire their students — helping them to raise the bar (another metaphor) in their
lives.
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Gospel Target Concepts — The Seven Gospel “R’s”
Specific to this Major Applied Project was the use of cinema as the reapplied source
portion of Gospel metaphors. Seven Gospel concepts were used as metaphor targets. I
employed onomatopoeia as a tool to help the students remember the concepts: Redemption,
Ransom, Rescue, Reconciliation, Regeneration, Replace and Release. Here is the Scriptural

development of those concepts.

Redemption
Biblical Sources

Colossians 1:13-14

'3 For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into
the kingdom of the Son he loves, '* in whom we have redemption
(&noAUtpwoLv -- noun accusative feminine singular common — é&noAbtpwotc )

the forgiveness of sins.
Galatians 4:4-5
4 But when the time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born

under law, * to redeem (Eayopéon -- verb subjunctive aorist active 3rd
person singular -- &xyopdCw) those under law, that we might receive the full
rights of sons.
Titus 2:11-14
'! For the grace of God that brings salvation has appeared to all men. 2 It
teaches us to say "No" to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live selfcontrolled, upright and godly lives in this present age, '? while we wait for the
blessed hope -- the glorious appearing of our great God and Savior, Jesus
Christ, '* who gave himself for us to redeem (Autpwontan -- verb subjunctive
aorist middle 3rd person singular -- Jvtpéw)) us from all wickedness and to
purify for himself a people that are his very own, eager to do what is good.
1 Peter 1:18-19 '* For you know that it was not with perishable things such
as silver or gold that you were redeemed (€AutpwOnte -- verb indicative aorist
passive 2nd person plural — Avutpéw | éAvtpwodunv) from the empty way of
life handed down to you from your forefathers, ' but with the precious blood
of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect.
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Luke 1:67-68
prophesied:

° His father Zechariah was filled with the Holy Spirit and

68 "Praise be to the Lord, the God of Israel, because he has come

and has redeemed (AUtpwotv -- noun accusative feminine singular common
Abtpwotc) his people.”
Biblical Concept
Each of the Greek terms used in the preceding texts include a coupling of two
concepts. A value is set and delivered in order to bring about the release of another. This is
not merely a declaration of freedom, but a purchase for that freedom. Even thought there was
the declaration of freedom from slavery during the Civil War in the United States, no
compensation was given to slave owners to release their slaves. The Emancipation
Proclamation by Abraham Lincoln was simply a declaration that slaves deserved to be free
by right of their humanity. The Greek concept includes paying a price to the owner for a
release not based on rights.
We were born in sin and slaves to sin (Romans 6). In this way, we were “owned” by
Satan. The redemption processed by God through Jesus offered fit compensation for the sins
of all people (1 Peter 3:18). The value of that compensation was the suffering and death of
Jesus (1 Peter 1:18). A trade was made, life for life.
Lest we think this compensation is of some benefit to Satan, it is also important to
note that part of the redemption package was the destruction of sin and Satan (Hebrews 2:14)
—a “burning of the bridge” so that Satan cannot reclaim us (Romans 8:38-39).
Contemporary Usage
Today, the terms “redemption” and “redeem” are most commonly used in the legal

statement on a coupon. Within the small print on most coupons, are words similar to this:
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Movie coupon valid Wednesday — Sunday. Expires 4/11/04. ... This barcode
only permits redemption of this coupon one time on one account. Not valid
with any other discounts or offers. Excludes games and equipment rentals.
Membership rules apply for rental. Recipient responsible for applicable taxes
and extended viewing fees. This coupon may not be exchanged for cash, sold,
transferred or reproduced and must be relinquished at the time of redemption.
Void if lost or stolen. Recipient may not redeem multiple coupons during
same visit. Offer valid only at a participating BLOCKBUSTER ® store. If
customer rents more than one (1) movie, $.99 price will be applied to lowest
rental price. Cash redemption value 1/100 ¢. BLOCKBUSTER name, design

and related marks and trademarks of Blockbuster Inc. © 2004 Blockbuster
Inc.

“Redemption” and “redeem” are used three times in this legal contract attached to the
coupon. From this small print, the students learned some very important aspects of
redemption. The process of redemption is guarded by parameters. Once outside the
parameters, the coupon is null and void. If all the ramifications of this contract are fulfilled,

then the bearer of this coupon is entitled to a discount. By itself, the coupon only has the
value of 1/100 ¢. The value of the coupon was only in the process of its usage. However, the
coupon’s usage can only be at a participating Blockbuster store. The bearer of this coupon
cannot go to a Wal-Mart and purchase a shirt at a discounted price by using this piece of

paper. And although some franchises of other video rental companies might recognize
competitive discounts, the bearer of this coupon cannot expect such a discount at a store like
Hollywood Video.
The redemption of Jesus is also based on a legal contract that the scriptures call the
“new covenant.” The Old Testament listed various stipulations (prophecies) that had to be
met in order for the redemption of Jesus to be valid. Should Jesus have chosen to go outside
those parameters, He would not have been the Messiah of the Old Testament prophecies.
*’ Wording taken from Blockbuster coupon, identification number: FD044-1
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Should a person treat the redemption of Christ outside the parameters set by Jesus (much like
the usage of indulgences during the time of Martin Luther), the message of redemption
would be valueless. “® This message of redemption is through Jesus the Christ, alone. It is not
extended through Buddha or Allah or any other man-made deity. This redemption can only
be used ultimately for eternal life — God does not offer us a guarantee that we can be totally
redeemed from this earth’s problems or temporary, earthly consequences of our sinful nature.

Ransom
Biblical Sources

Hosea 13:14
'4 "1 will ransom (D"IDN -- verb qal imperfect Ist person common singular
suffix 3rd person masculine plural -- 71D) them from the power of the grave;
I will redeem them from death. Where, O death, are your plagues? Where, O

grave, is your destruction?”
Psalm 49:7-9

7 No man can redeem the life of another or give to God a ransom (MBD noun common masculine singular construct suffix 3rd person masculine
singular homonym -- 52D) for him -- § the ransom (]P1B

-- noun common

masculine singular construct -- 11°18) for a life is costly, no payment is ever
enough -- ° that he should live on forever and not see decay.
Mark 10:45

“5 TJesus said,] “For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to
serve, and to give his life as a ransom (AUtpov -- noun accusative neuter
singular common) for many."
1 Timothy 2:5-6
> For there is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man

“8 One could expand upon the 1/100 ¢ value as being the promise of the message of the Gospel does
not return without value (Isaiah 55:11). Although the Word might not generate faith (or the hearer reject the
Word) the message of the Gospel “seed” has been planted, to be watered, nourished, grow and possibly be

harvested later.
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Christ Jesus, © who gave himself as a ransom (évt{Avtpov — noun accusative
neuter singular common) for all men -- the testimony given in its proper time.
Hebrews 9:14-15
'4 How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, who through the eternal

Spirit offered himself unblemished to God, cleanse our consciences from acts
that lead to death, so that we may serve the living God! '° For this reason
Christ is the mediator of a new covenant, that those who are called may

receive the promised eternal inheritance -- now that he has died as a ransom
(anoAUtpworv -- noun accusative feminine singular common -- énoAdtpwo.c)
to set them free from the sins committed under the first covenant.
1 Peter 1:18-19

'8 For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold
that you were redeemed from the empty way of life handed down to you from
your forefathers,

'? but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb without

blemish or defect [ransom price].
Biblical Concept
Both the Hebrew (152) and the Greek (Adtpov and the constructs, dvtiAutpov and
émoAbtpwotc) make reference to a price set necessary to exact the freedom of another
possibly in prison or in slavery. Where redemption is the process of delivering the ransom for
the release of another, the ransom is the price itself. As seen in 1 Peter 1:18, that price is high
indeed!
Contemporary Usage and Metaphor Limitations
Before turning to two contemporary examples, it is important to note that there are
times when a metaphor serves only one aspect of the target’s subject. My advisor shared an
example of a metaphor in which he used the movie Aladdin “° with the target of incarnation.
The genie in the movie talks about his phenomenal powers being constricted by an extremely

” Aladdin dir. Ron Clements and John Musker, 90 min., Walt Disney Video, 1992, VHS.
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small living space, the genie’s lamp. The metaphor target then would be Jesus, the
omnipresent Second Person of the Trinity taking on our flesh as that Baby in Bethlehem. If
the metaphor is restricted to the incarnation, then the metaphor stands. However, the genie in
the movie spoke of his power’s limitations: he could not raise the dead or make anyone fall

in love. Now the metaphor breaks down. Thus it is essential that the bridge between the
source and target remain true, without additional applications tied to the concept to negate
the Biblical truth.
If this Aladdin analogy was given by a student in an educational setting, the teacher
could: 1) praise the student for their perception; 2) remind the student that the intended
bridge between the source and target was the large to small aspect of the Incarnation; 3)
remind the class that human concepts fall short of describing the majesty of God and; 4)
engage the class to explore other sources that might possibly be used to describe the other
aspects of Jesus (raising the dead and making anyone fall in love). Even though the metaphor
shows limitations, it also offers another opportunity to proclaim the Gospel message.
Another example of how a metaphor might fail is if a source would change between
various usages. Historically, there have been some very important cases of kidnapping and
subsequent ransom demands, Patty Hearst and the Lindbergh baby. But each historical event
produced nuances outside of payment/release. The kidnapped, Patty Hearst, became a party
to the kidnapping and the ransom did not procure the life of the kidnapped Lindbergh baby.
If we refer to Jesus as being the “ransom” as the price (noun) paid for our release, it is
important we don’t turn the source into another grammatical form like a verb, that is, offering

a ransom to someone. If we refer to Jesus as a “ransom” in such a process we end up with
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questions like “If Satan kidnapped us, then was the ransom paid to Satan or was it paid to
God the Father?” In this metaphor, Jesus is simply to be seen as the value/price that was paid
in the “redemption” process, otherwise the metaphor fails.

Rescue
Biblical Sources

Romans 7:24-25 * What a wretched man I am! Who will rescue (pUsetai —
verb indicative future middle 3rd person singular —- jbopo) me from this
body of death? *° Thanks be to God -- through Jesus Christ our Lord!
Colossians 1:13-14 '> For he has rescued (¢pptoato -- verb indicative aorist
middle 3rd person singular -- pbowat) us from the dominion of darkness and
brought us into the kingdom of the Son he loves, '* in whom we have
redemption, the forgiveness of sins.
2 Corinthians 1:10 '° He has delivered (ppicuto -- verb indicative aorist
middle 3rd person singular -- pbo0.) us from such a deadly peril, and he will

deliver (6ceta -- verb indicative future middle 3rd person singular --pvopa.)
us. On him we have set our hope that he will continue to deliver (6tcetat —
verb indicative future middle 3rd person singular — pbouct) us,
2 Timothy 4:18 '® The Lord will rescue ({toetat — verb indicative future
middle 3rd person singular) me from every evil attack and will bring me
safely to his heavenly kingdom. To him be glory for ever and ever. Amen.
Psalm 22:6-8 ° But I am a worm and not a man, scorned by men and despised
by the people. ’ All who see me mock me; they hurl insults, shaking their
heads:

® "He trusts in the LORD; let the LORD rescue qnaba:

-- verb piel

imperfect 3rd person masculine singular suffix 3rd person masculine singular

jussive in meaning, but no unique form for jussive — 5) (LXX: puotkobw —verb imperative aorist middle 3rd person singular -- pbopa.) him. Let him
deliver anbs:

-- verb hiphil imperfect 3rd person masculine singular suffix

3rd person masculine singular jussive in meaning, but no unique form for
Jussive -- by) (LXX: owodtw -- verb imperative aorist active 3rd person

singular -- 0o{w) him, since he delights in him." (See also: Matthew 27:42-43
Sor fulfillment of this text -- oux{w is used in verse 42 and pbopar is used in
verse 43)
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Galatians 1:3-5 > Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ, * who gave himself for our sins to rescue (£éAntat -- verb

subjunctive aorist middle 3rd person singular -- é€a.péw) us from the present
evil age, according to the will of our God and Father, * to whom be glory for
ever and ever. Amen.

Biblical Concept
Each of the terms in the Greek (fouat) and the Hebrew (obs and 532) have a
distinctive meaning of “rescue” and “deliver.” ow{w amplifies the process of saving. This is
not directions yelled to a suffering individual from the sidelines — but the process of the
savior endangering himself by going to the very precarious presence of the victim, grasping
that victim and bringing him or her out to a safe spot.
Contemporary Usage
As a lifeguard and Water Safety Instructor, ©° I was extensively trained to save
people’s lives. One of the first warnings is that a lifeguard is entering the very atmosphere

(water) that is endangering the life of the victim. Along with that, the drowning victim
instinctively desires to pull himself to higher ground — on top of the lifeguard. Being on duty
as a lifeguard and training lifeguards, there is always the danger that the lifeguard might
become a victim himself, if he is not aware of the dangers surrounding him.
In the fall of 2005, the media presented us with a plethora of examples: trucks,
helicopters, inflatable rafts, motorized boats and just about anything that would float.
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita brought unimaginable destruction. Within that crucible of

5° A certification given by the American Red Cross for an individual who has successfully passed
Advanced Swimming and Advanced Lifesaving courses. After further training a Water Safety Instructor (WSI)
then teaches all levels of swimming and certifies up to Advanced Lifeguard.
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devastation, compassion and bravery surfaced as people willingly and selflessly entered areas
that very much could have claimed their lives. They went in to the victims, secured them, and

brought them out to safety.
One of the most popular photographs of the rescue attempts after 9/11 is that of a
fireman holding a small child, bringing it out to safety. With the events of 9/11 we also know
how rescuers boldly entered the flaming towers, never to exit, because the towers collapsed,
claiming their lives also. Likewise, we become more aware of another historical event of
about two millennia ago — how Jesus Christ, the Son of God, entered His creation and there

on the cross experienced the total devastation of our sin as its punishment was poured out on
Him in order to bring us out of death to life (Colossians 1:13-14) to rescue us.

Reconciliation

Biblical Sources
2 Corinthians 5:17-21 '’ Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new
creation; the old has gone, the new has come! 18 All this is from God, who

reconciled (kataAAdEavtoc -- verb participle aorist active genitive masculine
singular -- KataAAd&oow) us to himself through Christ and gave us the ministry
of reconciliation (kataAAnyf\¢ -- noun genitive feminine singular common -kataAdnyy): |? that God was reconciling (kataAAdoowv -- verb participle
present active nominative masculine singular -- kataA\doow) the world to
himself in Christ, not counting men's sins against them. And he has committed
to us the message of reconciliation (kataAAayi\¢ -- noun genitive feminine
singular common -- kataAAayi). 20 We are therefore Christ's ambassadors, as
though God were making his appeal through us. We implore you on Christ's
behalf: Be reconciled (kataAAdynte -- verb imperative aorist passive 2nd

person plural -- xo:t«AAéoow) to God. 7! God made him who had no sin to be
sin for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness of God.
Ephesians 2:13-16 '3 But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far away

have been brought near through the blood of Christ. * For he himself is our
peace, who has made the two one and has destroyed the barrier, the dividing
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wall of hostility, '° by abolishing in his flesh the law with its commandments
and regulations. His purpose was to create in himself one new man out of the
two, thus making peace, '° and in this one body to reconcile (dnoxataAAdey -verb subjunctive aorist active 3rd person singular -- énoxataAAdoow) both of
them to God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility.
Colossians 1:19-23 '° For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in
him, 7° and through him to reconcile (&noxataAAdéo. -- verb infinitive aorist
active -- &noKataAA&oow) to himself all things, whether things on earth or
things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross.
2! Once you were alienated from God and were enemies in your minds
because of your evil behavior. 72 But now he has reconciled (dnoxo:rAAazev -verb indicative aorist active 3rd person singular -~ énoKkataAA&oow) you by
Christ's physical body through death to present you holy in his sight, without
blemish and free from accusation -- 7 if you continue in your faith,

established and firm, not moved from the hope held out in the gospel.
Romans 5:1-11 ! Therefore, since we have been justified through faith, we

have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, 2 through whom we have
gained access by faith into this grace in which we now stand. And we rejoice
in the hope of the glory of God. ? Not only so, but we also rejoice in our
sufferings, because we know that suffering produces perseverance;
* perseverance, character; and character, hope. > And hope does not
disappoint us, because God has poured out his love into our hearts by the Holy

Spirit, whom he has given us. ° You see, at just the right time, when we were
still powerless, Christ died for the ungodly. ’ Very rarely will anyone die for
a righteous man, though for a good man someone might possibly dare to die.
® But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still
sinners, Christ died for us. ’ Since we have now been justified by his blood,
how much more shall we be saved from God's wrath through him!

0 For if,

when we were God's enemies, we were reconciled (katnAAdynev -- verb

indicative aorist passive Ist person plural -- kataAAdoow) to him through the
death of his Son, how much more, having been reconciled (kataAAwyevtes —

verb participle aorist passive nominative masculine plural -- kataAAd&oow),

shall we be saved through his life! '’ Not only is this so, but we also rejoice in
God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received

reconciliation (kataAAaynv -- noun accusative feminine singular common -KOTOAACYN,)Biblical Concept
The focus is the restoration of relationships that have been torn apart. This
relationship started between the Creator and the created in a close intimate relationship. The
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destruction of that relationship happened when one party decided to make changes. The
resultant sin and death separated God and His creation. Only through the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ is grace imparted through faith. The ultimate culmination of the
reconciliation is the face to face restoration that was lost in the Garden of Eden is once again

restored in the resurrection.
Contemporary Usage

Reconciliation is difficult because of sin. We tend to keep a record of the sins of
others — especially when it comes to infidelity. I gave pastoral care to a couple. The husband
had numerous affairs. His excuse was that it was genetic, that his race inclined him to
multiple partners. After much application of Law and Gospel and through prayer, he was
brought to contrition and repentance. Because of the radical change resulting from God’s
grace, I encouraged the wife to give her husband another chance. Now, years later, it is hard
to find such a loving couple whose eyes sparkle when they look at each other. Now in
retirement, the husband dotes on his wife, cherishing her in just about everything he does.
They were reconciled to each other, just as Jesus has reconciled us to the Father.

Regeneration
Biblical Sources

Titus 3:4-5 ‘ But when the goodness and loving kindness of God our Savior
appeared,

* he saved us, not because of works done by us in righteousness,

but according to his own mercy, by the washing of regeneration
(maALyyeveaiac

-- noun genitive feminine singular common -- TaALyyevecia)

and renewal of the Holy Spirit, (ESV)
Romans 7:6 ° But now we are released from the law, having died to that
which held us captive, so that we serve not under the old written code but in
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the new life (ka.vétntt — noun dative feminine singular common — xa.vétn<)

of the Spirit. (ESV)
Romans 6:4 * We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death
in order that, just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the
Father, we too may live a new life (kaivétnyt. -- noun dative feminine singular
common -- KaAvotng).

Romans 6:13-14

|? Do not offer the parts of your body to sin, as instruments

of wickedness, but rather offer yourselves to God, as those who have been

brought from death to life; and offer the parts of your body to him as
instruments of righteousness. ' For sin shall not be your master, because you
are not under law, but under grace.
John 5:24

™ [Jesus said] "I tell you the truth, whoever hears my word and

believes him who sent me has eternal life and will not be condemned; he has
crossed over from death to life.”

Galatians 2:20 7° I have been crucified with Christ and J no longer live, but
Christ lives in me. The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God,
who loved me and gave himself for me.
Biblical Concept
Not only is regeneration seen as a renewal and rebirth — but also a radical change! It
is a transformation and re-creation that crosses opposites: our works ... God’s mercy; death
... life; sin ... righteousness; law ... grace.
In our sin, we are in a state of helplessness and hopelessness. The Scriptures are clear.

We were alienated and enemies of God (Colossians 1:21), spiritually dead in our sins
(Colossians 2:13), decaying corpses (Psalm 49:14) living in a tent destined for destruction (2
Corinthians 5:1).
Into this destruction the Second Person of the Trinity entered. Leaving all power and
authority behind (Philippians 2:6-7), the Creator became a part of His creation (Hebrews
2:9). He experienced our life of temptation, yet did not sin (Hebrews 4:15). Through His
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death He destroyed the power of death in our lives (Hebrews 2:14). So now through His life,
suffering, death and resurrection, Jesus brings us life (John 10:10b).

Contemporary Usage

In 1991, my family took a trip from Kansas to Oregon and Washington by way of
Yellowstone National Park with a stop at Mt. St. Helens. In May of 1980, Mt. St. Helens
erupted causing unimaginable devastation. By the time we arrived 11 years later, the
devastation was still evident. From the observation site, we were able to see blackened,
charred, stripped and flattened trees eerily still pointing toward the volcano as a witness to
their untimely deaths. Miles from the volcano we saw “rivers” of ash, long since dried up,

giving birth to an amazing array of new growth — brilliant in bloom. In the middle of this
surrealistic landscape of varying hues of grey, new life was flourishing.

In 1988, Yellowstone National Park witnessed a forest fire that destroyed over 320
million acres. The event caused major controversy over the way the Forest Service handled
forest fires and resulted in radical changes in policy. Three short years later my family
witnessed charcoal poles towering above an alien ebony landscape. The blackness of the
ground only served to offset the brilliance of colors from new growth. Because sunlight was
no longer filtered out by the trees, wildflowers of every color emblazoned the scene. They

were out of place for two reasons. First, they were foreign to this area, not able to grow
because of the normal lack of sun. Second, here was brilliant life, defying death.
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Mt. St. Helens and Yellowstone are witnesses to regeneration in God’s creation. But
neither can come close to the regeneration that happens in our lives because of the Gospel of
Jesus.

Replace
Biblical Sources

2 Corinthians 5:21

7! God made him who had no sin to be sin for us, so that

in him we might become the righteousness of God.
Isaiah 53:1-12 ' Who has believed our message and to whom has the arm of
the LORD been revealed? 7 He grew up before him like a tender shoot, and
like a root out of dry ground. He had no beauty or majesty to attract us to him,
nothing in his appearance that we should desire him. * He was despised and
rejected by men, a man of sorrows, and familiar with suffering. Like one from

whom men hide their faces he was despised, and we esteemed him not.
4 Surely he took up our infirmities and carried our sorrows, yet we considered
him stricken by God, smitten by him, and afflicted. > But he was pierced for
our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that
brought us peace was upon him, and by his wounds we are healed.

° Weall,

like sheep, have gone astray, each of us has turned to his own way; and the
LORD has laid on him the iniquity of us all. ’ He was oppressed and afflicted,
yet he did not open his mouth; he was led like a lamb to the slaughter, and as a

sheep before her shearers is silent, so he did not open his mouth. * By
oppression and judgment he was taken away. And who can speak of his

descendants? For he was cut off from the land of the living; for the
transgression of my people he was stricken. ’ He was assigned a grave with
the wicked, and with the rich in his death, though he had done no violence,

nor was any deceit in his mouth. ’ He was assigned a grave with the wicked,
and with the rich in his death, though he had done no violence, nor was any

deceit in his mouth. '° Yet it was the LORD's will to crush him and cause him
to suffer, and though the LORD makes his life a guilt offering, he will see his
offspring and prolong his days, and the will of the LORD will prosper in his

hand. '' After the suffering of his soul, he will see the light of life and be

satisfied; by his knowledge my righteous servant will justify many, and he
will bear their iniquities. '* Therefore I will give him a portion among the
great, and he will divide the spoils with the strong, because he poured out his
life unto death, and was numbered with the transgressors. For he bore the sin
of many, and made intercession for the transgressors.
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Biblical Concept
Jesus REALLY did take our place! He was NOT inferior, generic or even second best.
Jesus, the Son of God, eternal, almighty, bowed low to be our Savior! Today when we think

of the word “replacement” we think of things that are temporary, rebuilt (not original), that
wear out and are only replaced under warrantee. We think of “‘substitutes” that are generic,
sub-par and can be hazardous to your health (for example, the sugar substitutes saccharine or
aspartame). But Jesus is not a poor substitute. He was, is and forever will be perfect. Jesus
stood in our place as God directed our punishment on Him. Now, because of Jesus taking our

place under the wrath of sin, we have His place as heir of eternal life.
Contemporary Usage

It may be difficult in today’s society to understand how men and women in the Secret
Service of the United States would be purposefully place themselves in harm’s way for the
president. A similar concept might be those who serve as police or military service. Here are
men and women who willingly make decisions that might hurt them, but save the lives of
others.

Release
Biblical Sources

Isaiah 61:1-3 ' The Spirit of the Sovereign LORD is on me, because the
LORD has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to
bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim freedom for the captives and release
(9391 -- noun common masculine singular absolute homonym / &eowv -noun accusative feminine singular common -- &eo.c,) from darkness for the
prisoners, ” to proclaim the year of the LORD's favor and the day of
vengeance of our God, to comfort all who mourn, ° and provide for those who
grieve in Zion -- to bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes, the oil
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of gladness instead of mourning, and a garment of praise instead of a spirit of
despair. They will be called oaks of righteousness, a planting of the LORD for
the display of his splendor.
Luke 4:17-21

"7 The scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed to him [Jesus].

Unrolling it, he found the place where it is written:

18 "The Spirit of the Lord

is on me, because he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has
sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the
blind, to release (&éoe. -- noun dative feminine singular common -- &eo1c)
the oppressed, '° to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor." 20 Then he rolled
up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant and sat down. The eyes of everyone
in the synagogue were fastened on him, 7! and he began by saying to them,
"Today this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing."
Romans 7:5-6 > For when we were controlled by the sinful nature, the sinful
passions aroused by the law were at work in our bodies, so that we bore fruit

for death. ° But now, by dying to what once bound us, we have been released
(katnpyiOniev -- verb indicative aorist passive Ist person plural -- katupyéw)

from the law so that we serve in the new way of the Spirit, and not in the old
way of the written code.

Biblical Concept
Both 71771 and decet have the meaning of release as from a prison. The terms imply
the opening of the door to freedom: freedom after a term has been served; freedom caused by
a liberation; freedom granted by clemency or reprieve. The Revised Standard Version
translates katnpynOnucy as “discharged.” This latter term has a much deeper meaning. It

implies much more than the opening of a prison door. The situation is more that in light of
new evidence, the prisoner is now not only freed, but set free as innocent.
Contemporary Usage
Here in Houston, there has been a controversy over the mishandling of evidence for
court cases. So mismanaged was the forensic evidence, that renewed testing has proven that
previously convicted prisoners are actually innocent of their crimes. Years after walking
through the prison gates to incarceration, these “criminals” are now walking through those
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gates once again — but this time declared innocent of the crimes of which they were
previously convicted.

Summary

The philosophical and rhetorical research on metaphor has asserted
that there is a certain tension involved in metaphor, that metaphor is
indispensable to all disciplines, that metaphor occurs in the relation of the
utterance to the total speech situation in which it occurs, that metaphor

“permeates all discourse,” that metaphor is a fundamental principle of thought
and action, and that metaphor is irreducible to any supposed literal meaning.
... these assertions concerning metaphor have particular practical value for the
preacher as rhetorician. >!
Metaphor is a grammatical form — and so much more. Metaphor is a window to
learning and understanding. It is a living form that gives life to our lives. In the previous
chapter I wrote about the richness of the Life, Jesus, that is taught in the Scriptures using
living metaphor. In this chapter I wrote about how metaphor is a life experience, permeating

all aspects of our lives throughout our life. In the previous chapter I wrote how the theologian
has a stewardship and responsibility to reveal the truths that are in Scriptural metaphors. In
this chapter 1 wrote how the seven R’s (Scriptural metaphor targets) can be used with
reapplied and contemporary sources. Within this project, once these core metaphors were
developed, I then applied them to scenes in movies and presented them to juniors and seniors
at Lutheran High North, Houston, Texas. That is the subject of the next chapter.

>! Rodney Kennedy, The Creative Power of Metaphor: A Rhetorical Homiletics (Lanham, Maryland:
University Press of America, 1993), 93.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METAPHOR UNIT
LUTHERAN HIGH NORTH
HOUSTON, TEXAS
March 29 — May 7, 2004

Introduction
This paper has thus far shown the value in using metaphors for both education and
understanding. I then presented a unit in a religion class using cinema as contemporary
metaphor sources as an aid to help students better understand Gospel metaphors.
The metaphor unit was presented to 72 junior and senior high school students mixed
in three class periods during a span of 17 school days with an additional five-day window for
interviews of individual students between March 29 and May 7, 2004, at Lutheran High

North, Houston, Texas. This was done with the permission and encouragement of the
headmaster, Mr. Donald Christian and principal, Mr. Bruce Schaller. The unit can be divided
up into the following sub-units: ~
1.

Viewing movie Men in Black * (3 days)

2.

Unit Pre-Test (1 day)

°2 Curriculum Map, Appendix 1.
53 Men in Black, dir. Barry Sonnenfield, 98 min., Amblin Entertainment, Columbia Pictures
Corporation, MacDonald/Parkes Productions, 2002, DVD.
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3.

4.

Instruction on metaphor
a.

Introduction to metaphor (3 days)

b.

General Scriptural metaphors (2 days)

c.

Specific Gospel metaphors (2 days)

Applied Gospel metaphor examples (3 days)
a.

In-class video examples (1 day)

i. Joe Verses the Volcano ™
ii. Buzz Lightyear of Star Command >
b.

Student presentations of videos watched on their time (2 days)

5.

Re-viewing of second half of Men in Black (2 days)

6.

Unit Post-Test (1 day)

7.

(Student interviews — 5 days)

Viewing movie Men in Black
The movie Men in Black has a scene © that can be used as a “Rescue” source. The
movie is about an agency that monitors the presence of intergalactic aliens on earth and
offers a line of defense against any alien bent on destroying our planet. In the “Rescue” scene
Kay, the main character and agent for “Men in Black,” jumped in front of the monster and
demanded that the monster eat him. After being devoured by the monster, Kay worked his
way down to the monster’s stomach and retrieved his gun. Upon reaching his gun, Kay
% Joe Verses the Volcano, dir. John Patrick Shanley, 102 min., Warner Home Video, 2002, DVD.
°° Buzz Lightyear of Star Command: The Adventure Begins, dir. Tad Stones, 70 min., Walt Disney

Video, 2000, DVD.

%6 Men in Black, Scene 26, 1:21:25 — 1:27:20.
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destroyed the monster from the inside-out in order to save the galaxy. The “Rescue” target is
that Jesus willingly went into death to destroy death from the inside-out to save the universe.
Although this was the “target” scene, nothing was said to the students about this
scene. They were instructed to enjoy the movie on an entertainment level and see if they
could “discover” any epiphanies about the Christian faith as they watched the movie. They
were given a handout >’ with the simple instructions to just record their thoughts, reactions or
evaluations. The concept of using movie scenes as sources for Scriptural targets had been
introduced to the students in different settings, like chapel services. So, although the concept
was not totally new, the students were not prompted to look for a specific connection in this
classroom setting.

Unit Pre-Test
After the viewing of Men in Black and before any further instruction from me, the
students were given a Pre-Test. * The information provided by the students would have been
gleaned from previous exposure to metaphors, possibly presented to them as a grammatical
rubric in an English class. The series of questions projected the outline for the unit that was
presented to the students.
For the purpose of evaluation, the test was divided into four sections. 1) Question
one: the definition of metaphor; 2) Questions two through five asked the students to evaluate
their personal usage of metaphors in their life; 3) Question six was to determine if the
students had previously grasped the concept of using movie scenes for Gospel purposes; and
57 Appendix 2.
8 Appendix 3.
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finally, 4) Question seven was intended to determine if the student had previously used a

movie metaphor to clarify a Gospel theme.
These tests were then collected. The grades the students received were participation
grades, credit for just taking the test.

Instruction on metaphor

The goal of this sub-unit © was two-fold: 1) to instruct the students in the rubrics of
metaphor and similar grammatical tools, but also 2) to direct them to discover and experience
the use of metaphor in their daily lives.

Introduction to metaphor

First, the students were instructed in the structure of a metaphor and the terms used to
describe the parts of the metaphor. The essential terminology presented was:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Conceptual Metaphor: “understanding one conceptual domain in terms of another
conceptual domain” ©
Conceptual Domain: “our conceptual representation, or knowledge, of any coherent
segment of experience. We often call such representations concepts ... This
knowledge involves both the knowledge of basic elements that constitute a domain
and knowledge that is rich in detail. This detailed rich knowledge about a domain is
often made use of in metaphorical entailments.” *!
Source: The domain from which we draw understanding
Target: The domain that relies on the source for greater understanding
The family of metaphor is widely varied, but commonly used. Therefore, for the sake

of clarity, “metaphor” was expanded by using the following as sub-points or variations.
°° Appendix 4, student handout; Appendix 5, teacher’s guide.

© Thid., 4.
* Thid., 247-248.
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Acronym

Allegory
Anomaly
Anthropomorphism / Personification
Colloquialism
Ellipsis
Exaggeration

Hyperbole
Hyponym
. Irony

. Idiom
. Metonymy

. Mnemonic
. Oxymora

. Parable
. Periphrasis
. Proverb
. Sarcasm
. Simile

. Slang
. Synecdoche
. Synesthesia (verbal)
. Trope @
To instruct the students in this varied metaphor family, I chose a more serendipitous
approach. Examples of each of the above were given to the students, after which the students

were given the opportunity to share examples they might have personally experienced.

General Scriptural metaphors
After the sub-unit on metaphor, general Scriptural metaphors ® were presented. The
students were supplied with a list of Bible passages that used metaphors. The first three
sections (husband/wife, farming and “I am ...”) were presented to the students in lecture

® For definitions, see A Short Glossary of. ‘Metaphor Terms with Examples, Appendix 6.

$3 Appendix 7.
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format. The remaining sections were given to students divided into small groups. They
studied the passages, and presented their findings of the metaphors used.

Specific Gospel metaphors
This sub-unit is the core of this project.

The students were given a handout that

listed the 7 “R’s” — redemption, ransom, rescue, reconciliation, regeneration, replace and
release. The presentation of each of these “R’s” was divided into three themes. 1) The
Scripture metaphor in context (Bible references); 2) the substitution of a contemporary
source to better understand the Scripture metaphor source used with a contemporary source;
and 3) the application of the contemporary source to the Scriptural target.
The students read through the verses provided. For “redemption” they read
Colossians 1:13-14, Galatians 4:4-5, Titus 2:11-14, 1 Peter 1:18-19 and Luke 1:67-68. It was

then explained to them that redemption was the process whereby a value was set to enable
the release of one in captivity. In the Biblical context, it was the suffering and death of Jesus
that brought about our freedom from sin, death and the power of Satan. In the history of the
United States, we explored the ramifications of the freedom granted to slaves in the

Emancipation Proclamation. A modern day example of a coupon was given. A coupon’s
value is set in the small print legal statement. If the parameters were observed, the recipient
would gain the value listed on the coupon. Jesus fulfilled the parameters (prophecies fulfilled
in His life, death and resurrection) in exchange for our release from hell. In that aspect, Jesus

™ Appendix 8.
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is like the coupon. The target (what Jesus did for us) was not changed. However, a new
source was introduced with similar attributes as the Scriptural metaphor’s source.
This same process was repeated for the remaining “R’s.” o8

Applied Gospel metaphor examples
Two scenes from different movies were presented to the students. The movies used
were: Joe Verses the Volcano © and Buzz Lightyear of Star Command *".
The scene in Joe Verses the Volcano is the explanation of why it was necessary for
someone like Joe to be chosen to sacrifice himself by willingly jumping into volcano to save
the people of an island in the South Pacific called Waponi Woo. None of the people were
willing to die for their fellow islanders. Therefore, a “hero” from the outside had to come in
and willingly jump into the mouth of the volcano. Joe was then saved by being shot out of
the volcano and landing safely in the ocean.
The target portion can be seen in Hebrews 12:2,
“Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the
joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the

right hand of the throne of God.”
Also John 10:17-18.

[Jesus said,] “The reason my Father loves me is that I lay down my life -- only
to take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own
accord. I have authority to lay it down and authority to take it up again. This
command I received from my Father."

* This is outlined in Chapter 3 and the handout in Appendix 8.
% Joe Verses the Volcano, Scene 24, 1:24:51 — 1:26:56.

°7 Buzz Lightyear of Star Command, Scene 18, 1:02:09 — 1:03:38.
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The mapping between the source (Joe’s willing sacrifice) and target (Jesus’ willing sacrifice)
is a clarification of the “ransom” (price of an outsider) to “rescue” a people by being a
“replacement” for those people.
In Buzz Lightyear of Star Command the evil Emperor Zurg has stolen and
transformed the Uni-Mind [sic] into evil for his own purpose of turning the entire universe
evil. It was not sufficient to liberate the Uni-Mind (which remained evil), Buzz had to enter
the orb and turn it good from the inside out. Once it had returned to good, the universe was
regenerated. Buzz “redeemed” the universe by becoming the “rescue” and “regenerating” the
universe by transforming it from evil to good.
The target can be seen in Colossians 1:13-14 (“redemption” and “‘rescue”),
For he [Jesus] has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us

into the kingdom of the Son he loves, in whom we have redemption, the
forgiveness of sins.
From this sacrifice, Jesus has brought about “regeneration” as Paul writes in Romans 6:4:
We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order that,
just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, we too
may live a new life.
After viewing these examples and mapping the metaphors, the students were then
given the assignment “ to view or review 4 movies over the next nine days. 6 When they
returned to regularly scheduled classes on April 26, they were given 2 class periods in which
they could share their viewing experiences.

88 Appendix 9.

® Regular classes did not resume until April 26. Lutheran High North has a mission project called
“Three Days With Jesus” in which all students go out to pre-designated community service projects. That event
took place during the week of April 19-23.
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Re-viewing of second half of Men in Black

The students were again shown the latter portion 70 of Men in Black focusing on the
scene source outlined earlier. ”’ This second viewing was to determine if the students could,
after presenting the unit on metaphor, identify the “Rescue” scene in the movie.

Unit Post-Test

The students knew that there was going to be a unit test, but they did not know it was
going to be the exact same test as they received before the unit. ” The reason this was done

was for easy comparison between the two tests and to investigate change, if any, in their
recognition of metaphors and more specifically, Gospel metaphors. By having identical
questions, I was able to make a more accurate comparison between the answers written on
the pre-test and the post-test given by individual students. By offering this identical test, I
should be able to identify any change, whether positive, negative or if the student had the
same understanding of metaphor from the beginning of the unit.

Student interviews

During the week following the unit, ten students were selected for an interview to test
their comprehension of this unit’s concepts. ”? These interviews were given one-on-one in the
conference room of the Lutheran High North offices. They were asked to briefly outline any

7 Men in Black, Scene | 1, 0:41:13 through Scene 26, 1:27:20.

”' Footnote 55.
7 Appendix 10.
® Appendix 11.

7]

change in their understanding of Gospel themes and metaphor from before the unit, through
the unit, and then after the unit. They were also asked whether they saw this process as an
opportunity for growth in their faith. They were asked if there was anything else that could
have been added to the unit to assist in greater understanding. They were asked how they
would use the information gained in the unit in their future lives.

Summary

The information in this chapter is closely associated with material presented in the
appendices at the end of this project. The process of this unit was to lead the students on a
course of the discovery of the use of metaphor in their daily life, and how metaphor, when
using the source of cinema, can be mapped with a target from the Gospel.
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CHAPTER FIVE
METAPHOR UNIT ANALYSIS

Introduction
In this chapter I will analyze the project presented to a mixture of 72 junior and senior
high school students during a span of 17 schoo! days with an additional five-day window for
interviews of individual students between March 29 and May 7, 2004, at Lutheran High
North, Houston, Texas.

Viewing movie Men in Black
Prior to viewing Men in Black ™ the students were given a handout ”° with the
instructions to write down their reactions to the movie as they watched. No further
instructions were given to the students prior to their watching Men in Black in the classroom
with the exception that they be attentive and enjoy the feature. The movie was familiar to
most of them, either by their previous viewing or by their hearing of the movie from their
friends.

™ Men in Black, dir. Barry Sonnenfield, 98 min., Amblin Entertainment, Columbia Pictures
Corporation, MacDonald/Parkes Productions, 2002, DVD.
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The rationale behind this viewing was to determine the ability of the students to
signal possible contemporary metaphor sources for the proclamation of Gospel metaphor
targets (the seven “R’s”). The students had been exposed to this practice previously in chapel
services, but not as a classroom experience. My expectations prior to the movie were that the
students would only watch the movie for its entertainment value.
After the students viewed the movie I collected their handouts. After reviewing what
they wrote, I made several notable observations. ’° Please remember, the students were not

asked to make theological connections (although it was obvious they were in a religion
class). A couple of the students made the connection between the personal sacrifice of the
character, “Kay,” and the ultimate sacrifice that Jesus made for us.

The part near the end of the movie when Kay willingly sacrificed himself to
be eaten by the bug to get his gun back, really remind [sic] me of Jesus
because like how Kay had to go inside the bug to kill it from within, Jesus had
to be killed so that he could tell the devil he had won. ””
When K kills the bug, he must go into the bug (into hell) so that he could defeat it. 7°
Sacrificed himself to save the planet.
Leaves his life for the rest of the world. ”

Another student pointed to the fact that many people did not recognize Jesus and what
He was doing for them (John 1:10).
J and K were there saving the world and not everyone knew it, just like Jesus (not
everyone knew what he did). ®°

7 Appendix 13.
7” Yhid., Student C07.
78 Tbid., Student F04.
” Tbid., Student H04.
% Ibid., Student C (unknown name, unknown number).
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Other observations included metaphor connections to sinfulness in the world and that
there needed to be some type of redemption.
The way the aliens are taking over people is similar to the infestation of sin among
the people of the world. 7
The same student also saw a metaphor connection to the mission of the church.
J was being trained to follow in K’s footsteps when he was gone, just like Christ
trained his disciples to continue preaching when he ascended. 82
Although these students were not prompted, they had started to make some Scriptural
metaphoric mapping on their own. This mapping showed that they had an ability to make
metaphor connections beyond the story line. In addition, it also showed that the students had
a foundation of Scriptural truths. From the very beginning of this unit, several students had
already exhibited the ability to map metaphors.
A drawback was dividing viewing of the film between three class days. The division
resulted in loss of continuity. I also observed a loss of interest among several students from
the first to the third day. Their interest very easily was distracted by starting up
conversations, studying other class work and by just putting their heads down, attempting to
rest.

Unit Pre-Test

The analysis of the unit pre-test ® will be done in conjunction with the post-test
- covered later in this chapter.
8! Thid., Student FO7.
82 Yhid., Student FO7.
83 Appendix 3.
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Instruction on metaphor

During the discussion of the students that followed my giving the unit pre-test, it
amazed me that many of the students that said they did not know if they used metaphors in
their everyday language. As the unit continued with definitions and examples, 84 there was a
serendipitous response from the students. They came to realize that they used a wide array of
metaphors in their daily lives.

Introduction to metaphor
When I presented the definitions of metaphors I used lecture style and many of the
students were not fully paying attention. When I started writing words and symbols on the
chalk board, they refocused on the subject. Several times I would explain the need for further
clarification of a target as I wrote it on the chalk board. Then I would write the source to
which I would compare it. As I would describe the comparison, I would draw a line. I started
with frog legs. After I wrote “frog legs” on the chalkboard, I asked how many of the students
had tasted frog legs. The percentage was low in each class. I then wrote “chicken” on the
board and asked those who had experienced the taste of frog legs what the comparison would
be. While they responded, I drew an arrow from the words “frog legs” to “chicken” and
wrote “taste” above the arrow. The more I was able to visualize for them, the more positively

they responded.
Although they balked at the terminology (conceptual metaphor, conceptual domain,
target, source, and the different terms in the family of metaphor), they quickly became

Appendix 4, student handout; Appendix 5, teacher’s guide.
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involved in offering examples of modern day metaphors. Quite often I would prompt them
with an initial example. After the first example, their response was “popcorn” style.
Examples were rapidly given by the students from random parts of the room. As this process
started I found it was no longer necessary to help the students visualize the metaphors by
writing them on the chalkboard.
An observation ] made was that at times the instruction seemed to be going in reverse.
My concept of teaching was that I would give the term and an example then they would fill
in with their examples. With some of the terminology, the students did not immediately grasp
the meaning. Under metonymy is the example, “I’m reading Shakespeare.” The students had
already grasped the fact that “Shakespeare” referred to the writings of Shakespeare, but still
did not understand the process of the comparison. I had to go backward from their alreadyframed metonymy and help them understand that they were not reading an individual, a
person, the physical body of Shakespeare but that Shakespeare’s name could be used to
represent his writings. We then ended up back at the term metonymy. In some cases I had to
start with some examples that the students already had in their knowledge base. Once the
examples were understood, the student could grasp the mapping process and offer their own
further examples.
From this observation, I noted that in the practice of the English language, at times it

seems that we © do not cognitively process the rubrics of the language, but rather just absorb
the practice that others around us are using. While we are aware of the connection

85 Here is use “we” intentionally to include myself. This unit was also revelatory as to how J use (and
misuse) the English language without much thought to what I am saying or writing. Such personal discoveries
made in teaching this subject have led me to express myself more clearly within that same subject area.
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(Shakespeare refers to his writings), we may be unable to express the process of mapping
(source and target) or even give further examples of other forms of metonymy we use daily.
In anticipation of the presentation of the Scriptural metaphors, this foundation of the
rubrics of metaphor was necessary. However, as I look back over the presentation, I didn’t
spend as much time as I should have. The subject matter I covered was sufficient, but the

time spent, both in the presentation and in allowing student discussion, was lacking. Since
this original presentation I have developed a computer slide presentation that both employs a
more visual presentation and offers more time and examples of the family of metaphors.

General Scriptural Metaphors
To help the students better understand the necessity of understanding Scriptural
metaphors, I used the following passage as an introduction:
Matthew 3:12 |? [John the Baptist speaking about Jesus] “His winnowing
fork is in his hand, and he will clear his threshing floor, gathering his wheat
into the barn and burning up the chaff with unquenchable fire."
Facetiously, I asked, “On what side of the dinner plate does the ‘winnowing fork’
go?” Some of the students looked off into space while others moved their hands over the
imaginary table set before them. A couple of times it was expressed that the winnowing fork

was one of the salad forks placed on the left of the plate. As I the explained in detail about
the three terms that had been lost to contemporary English (“winnowing fork,” “threshing
floor,” “chaff’), the verse become alive to the students. Even though the winnowing fork

may still be in use today on a farm, the more common term is “pitchfork.” The threshing
floor used to separate the chaff has been replaced by combines on modern farms. Because
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most of these students have not had the experience of even visiting a farm, I had to explain

what a pitchfork is used for and how a combine works.
To aid the students, I compiled a list of various Biblical metaphors. These metaphors
included themes of husband and wife, farming, and other common metaphor types. ma

The students could easily identify some of the Biblical metaphors they were familiar
with since childhood (“I am Jesus’ little lamb”). However, they were often unaware of other
metaphors. My observation was that they often overlooked those passages they didn’t fully
understand and didn’t attempt to delve deeper into their meaning. For many students, as we
looked at the Bible verses and mapped their metaphors, it was as if a whole new world of
understanding was unfolding before them.
One of the key indicators for me was to watch their faces. At first, many of the
students would have a quizzical look on their faces as the metaphor was explained. Other
responses would be one-word questions like, “Huh?” and “What?” As we processed the
mapping, verbally and on the chalkboard, the students demeanor would change. Rapid

responses like, “Oh,” “Ah” and “I get it now,” would pop up through the class. Those that
understood would be quick to restate what I had said in their own words and attempt to help

those who were still trying to understand. A thrill for me was to hear the students encourage
me to go on to another example.
This section of the project was well received by the students. However, I could have
chosen the metaphors more carefully. ] could have presented fewer examples and spent more
time on their theological significance and thereby relate them to the faith and life of the

% Appendix 7.
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students. Here is where I thought the presentation of the sheer numbers of metaphors of the
Scriptures would astound the students. This should not have been the aim. I could have
presented the statistics as a footnote, and allowed more time for the working of the Word in
the lives of the students.

Specific Gospel Metaphors
The students were given a handout ®” of Gospel metaphor targets, the seven “R’s”
(Redemption, Ransom, Rescue, Reconciliation, Regeneration, Replace and Release). This

handout also listed Bible passages that helped identify each of the metaphor targets within
the Scriptural context.
Up to this point in the unit, I mostly used verbal “pictures,” occasionally writing the
words on the chalkboard, relying on the students’ own experience to come up with parallels.
The alliteration of the “R’s” was helpful, but more resources were needed. During this
portion of the unit I often found myself scrambling for visual examples for each of the “R’s.”
I relied heavily on computer web search engines for examples like a coupon from
Blockbuster Video 1 used in this unit for an example of “Redemption.” Having a computer
with access to a high speed internet connection in the classroom was definitely a benefit for
immediate searches both during and between class periods.
Although not the direct focus of this project (which studies contemporary cinema as
Gospel metaphor sources), I found it necessary to first explain original Gospel metaphors
with a contemporary source. Here are some examples:

87 Appendix 8.
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Redemption ... a store coupon or gift certificate.
Ransom ... kidnapping examples from movies and recent abductions.
Rescue ... pictures of rescue of people in Houston during flooding by
Tropical Storm Allison.
Reconciliation ... marriage/divorce counseling (many students still wish their
divorced parents would reconcile).
Regeneration ... pictures of new growth after destruction: forest fires, Mt. St. Helens.
Replace ... our science teacher is very anti-aspartame (sugar substitute) of which the
students are aware. Also the concept of “taking a bullet” for somebody
is familiar to them.

Release ... prisoners released after years in prison, set free because DNA evidence
proved them innocent of the crime for which they were convicted.
In order to better understand Scriptural metaphors, the sources of the metaphors that
were commonly understood in Bible times had to be explained by using more contemporary
sources. When a contemporary source was used, the understanding of the mapping was
clarified and more easily grasped by the students. Ironically, as the original source was
contemporized and then mapped to the Scriptural target, it was often that target that was used
to help clarify the original source. For example, earlier I mentioned a contemporary metaphor
of a computer virus that spreads throughout the computer, eventually destroying it, as a

contemporary source to understand “the yeast of the Pharisees.” The students were able to
relate very well to computer viruses, either from personal experience or for what they had

learned. A couple of students shared about how they really didn’t think that getting anti-virus
software (or even updating their software) was necessary until after they had lost some
important work due to a computer virus. After the students understood the hidden destruction
of a computer virus, they could see how the deceptive teachings of the Pharisees worked
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through the people. Then, understanding the contemporized metaphor, the students were
better able to understand the hidden process of yeast and why it was originally used as a

source to describe the destructive teachings of the Pharisees.
The use of the alliteration, “R’s” seemed to be effective. The device allowed the

students to remember the Gospel targets quite well.
Since this original project, I have been able to add some important revisions in
subsequent classes. First and foremost is making the presentation more visual. Once again I
added a computer slide program with pictures and visuals for each of the “R’s.” By showing
the pictures of current events, the students were able to bring concepts into their
contemporary world. The students helped me greatly in this project. As the internet pictures
were presented, their response was much more positive than just a verbal presentation. The
pictures held their attention and reflected their lives.
Within this computer slide presentation, examples of Bible verses were shown after
each “R” heading with much smaller graphics linked to the metaphor “R” we were studying
at the time. Again, the students have responded much more positively having a reminder of
what was being presented.
Here is an example of how I have come to rely on the students for the direction I take
in my presentations. As a teacher, I know that “how” something is presented can be nearly as

important as “what” is being presented. I have learned that just presenting facts aided in the
students losing interest. When visuals and graphics were presented, the students responded
positively. When I just presented the material and did not offer time for student feedback,
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once again, the students lost interest. When I asked the students to suggest other examples

from their personal lives, they were focused.
My growth in this project has also been extended to the theological realm. As a
theologian and a teacher I am to present the mysteries (Romans 16:25-27) of God in as

vibrant terms as possible. It is not my personal knowledge or skill that is to amaze my hearers
but the Word. I am the jar of clay pointing to the eternal treasure (2 Corinthians 4:7). This
project has reinforced the need that, as theologians true to the Word, we are to present that

Word in the most effective ways for the eternal benefit of the hearers.

Applied Gospel metaphor examples
After presenting the use of metaphor as an important instrument to share the Gospel
message, I went on to use actual movies as a viable possibility for contemporizing the

sources of Gospel metaphors. The previous section proved successful in updating Gospel
metaphor sources. An example would be the rescue worker that went into the flood waters of
New Orleans after the devastation of Hurricane Katrina. They went into danger, putting their

lives on the line, and brought out those who were stranded and would surely have died would
it not have been for those heroes. So also, Jesus Christ, the Creator, entered His creation to
bring us, who were helpless and hopeless in our sinfulness, out to new life and the certainty
of eternal life with Him.
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Movies in class
I showed two movie scenes from Joe Verses the Volcano and Buzz Lightyear of Star
Command. ® Because both movies are light-hearted, the reaction was mixed. It might have
been better if I had not chosen these two movies as first examples. A drama might have
offered a more serious atmosphere to help the students focus on the metaphor source rather
than on personal entertainment. Although the students were able to see the “R’s” being
played out in these examples, there was initially an atmosphere of silliness in response to the
viewings of scenes from a comedy and a children’s movie.
In Joe Verses the Volcano the scene surrounding the Gospel source has slapstick
humor. The students responded with laughter and some did not catch the concept of bringing
in an outsider to die for the people. I rewound the tape to just after the slapstick event and
played the portion that served as the Gospel message’s contemporary metaphor source. By
editing out the humor portion and playing just a couple of lines of the scene, the students
were able to focus on the metaphor. Joe is the outsider “hero” who willingly goes into the
volcano. Jesus is an outsider, not of this world, but He came to us to be a part of His creation

to willingly go the way of the cross to save us (Hebrews 12:2).
After watching Buzz Lightyear the students seemed to have difficulty focusing on the
metaphor application. After all, they were teens and the movie was meant for little children
which seemed beneath their understanding. What helped was when I turned the discussion
around by setting up a scenario that the students were teachers of grade school children. I

88 Joe Verses the Volcano, Scene 24, 1:24:51 — 1:26:56 and Buzz Lightyear of Star Command, Scene
18, 1:02:09 — 1:03:38.
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asked the students how they could describe what Jesus did for them by turning them around
spiritually (2 Corinthians 5:17) to little children.
The students were then led through a role play situation as if they were the teachers.
In the movie, Emperor Zurg had turned everyone evil with the mind ray attached to the Unimind. Original sin and actual sin has spread to everyone and there is no hope within us. It
was by Buzz’s selfless act that the Uni-mind turned from evil to good, because Buzz is the

epitome of good. Jesus’ selfless act to enter His creation and bring about an eternal change
now brings the certainty of new life, resulting in eternal life.
It has been said that one learns more by teaching. When the students were able to
understand how the movie scene could be used with little children, they were able to apply
that Gospel metaphor to their own lives. By inventing that scenario, they were able to
envision themselves retelling the story to little children and as a result they grasped the Buzz
Lightyear metaphor with renewed seriousness. But not only did the students grow in the

process, so did I. Even though J did extensive academic research prior to this presentation of
metaphors and the Gospel message, I am still amazed that at each step of this project, the
students were the ones who helped clarify for me the proper way to present the material.
When the students lost interest or focus, ] needed to adjust the program. Because of what
they did and the resultant adjustments, I have been able to put together a theology class that
is now a part of the core curriculum at Lutheran High North.
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Movies outside of class
After the movies were shown in class, there was a nine day break in the school
calendar. It was during this break that I gave the students an assignment to write about the
movies they watched during that time. They were given a handout 8 on which they were to
list the name of the movie and describe a scene that they saw as relating to one of the seven
“R’s”. When they returned to regularly scheduled classes, they were then given the
opportunity to share some of their experiences.
One student viewed The Mask of Zoro and contemporized the Gospel metaphor of the
“R,” release.

When the prisoners are freed like when Jesus freed us when he died on the
cross and that released us from our sin. ”°

Another saw the Gospel metaphor of rescue in Gothika. *!
Halle Berry rescues the girl in the shed and saves her life. Jesus also saves us
from death.
A couple of students were able to express the contemporary metaphor, but did not go
as far as linking it to Jesus. In describing the metaphor concept of release from Beauty and
the Beast, one wrote:

[In the] end, when Beast “dies” for his love for Belle, then is brought back to

life human.

® Appendix 9.
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*' Thid., Student H16.
” Tbid., Student C16
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In the movies Village of the Damned, ® Man on Fire ™ and Black Hawk Down, ”
students were able to see the Gospel metaphor of rescue in that various characters in each
movie lose their lives in order to save the lives of other people.
I was a little disappointed that the students did not write more about how much the
different scenes they viewed could be used in a Gospel metaphor, but in large part that fault
was mine. Even though they were verbally instructed in the classroom to contemporize the
Gospel metaphors, the assignment handout did not specifically offer that direction. Because
of that lapse on my part, we spent Monday, April 26 and Tuesday, April 27, 2004, further
discussing their findings.
On those days, the classroom buzzed! As students shared what they saw in their
movies, other students would chime in with, “Oh, I saw that movie!” One example was the

movie Gothika, which I have not personally seen. Even though I was not able to make an
accurate evaluation of the student offering it as a metaphor source, there was plenty of
affirmation from the students. With several students in the discussion, often speaking at the
same time, they shared and expanded on their own discoveries with that same movie. What
the original student had shared about being a Gospel metaphor source *° was understood by
their classmates.
Not every student had previously viewed movies shared by their classmates. But as |
went around the room having the students share, there were enough offerings so that each

% Thid., Student C23.
* Tbid., Student F02.
5 Thid., Student H21.
% Footnote 90.
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student had an opportunity at one time or another to connect with the students sharing their
viewing results. Even though movies are very much a part of the youth culture, not all
students had viewed all movies. However, by using examples from different movies
eventually a common ground was reached.
At times the students built on what another had seen. At other times students would
suggest other scenes from the movie being shared. There seemed to be one factor that stood
out. The energy displayed by the students showed that the process of contemporizing Gospel
metaphor sources had become contagious.

The theme of “rescue” seemed to be most prevalent among the students. This
“rescue” selection might have been because the students had selected their videos based on
their own viewing habits. Although I did show examples (Joe Verses the Volcano and Buzz
Lightyear) in the classroom, I could also have assigned them specific movie titles prior to the

break so that there was a control base in this exercise. Some of the movies the students
watched didn’t offer a clear opportunity for a metaphor. I should have started by assigning
some other movies I had seen with metaphor possibilities, like The Mask of Zoro or Star Trek
III. Having done so, the students might have better grasped the concept of using movies as
contemporary sources in Gospel metaphors. After that, then, they would have been better
prepared for finding other metaphors in the movies they watched.
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Re-viewing of second half of Men in Black
When the students watched the movie ”’ for the first time, I had anticipated that they
would only watch it for its entertainment value. It was my hope that after the presentation of
the metaphor material, the students would have gained a skill in identifying possible
contemporary sources for Gospel metaphor.
This time I made use of the pause and rewind functions of the DVD player. I
positioned myself toward the front of the classroom so I would witness their verbal and
physical responses. At first 1 played the scene and its immediate context. I stopped the DVD
immediately after the scene and asked them if they were able to explain the contemporized
Gospel metaphor. Quickly they identified that Kay demanded that the monster eat him so that
he could crawl into the monster’s stomach to retrieve his gun so he could destroy the monster
from the inside-out in order to save the galaxy. Jesus Christ willingly went into death in order
to destroy death from the inside-out to save the universe (us). They experienced an “aha”
moment, an epiphany. Their faces brightened and the room was filled with chatter as they
each tried to express this revelation in their own terms. Again I showed the scene from when
Kay jumped in front of the monster until it was destroyed. I asked if there were any further
questions. By affirmation, they responded that they understood the contemporized Gospel
metaphor’s source.
Again, my regret was that because of the length of the build up to the scene and the
scene itself, two days were needed, especially since I needed time for discussion. I believe
the example would be best expressed during one time frame.

57 Men in Black, Scene 26, 1:21:25 — 1:27:20.
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Unit Post-Test
The students knew that there would to be a test at the end of the unit, but they did not
know that it was going to be the exact same test as they received before the unit. 8 This
offered me the opportunity to compare the before and after answers. si
Fifteen students who answered the first question (to define the term metaphor) on the
pretest did not write an answer the second time the test was administered. tn My explanation

for that might be that they considered the quiz pointless. Some complained that they had to
do redundant work or that it was boring. Although I explained to them why the tests needed
to be the same, their negative attitude had become contagious. I asked that they not share
with the classmates that would be doing the same test later in the day. However, it did not
work as I had planned. Later in the day, a couple of the students complained right away as
they entered the room at the beginning of class because they had heard about the quiz from
their classmates who had attended an earlier class.
What I considered to be the most important section of the test (questions 2-5) offered
opportunities for the students to give examples of metaphor usage in their daily lives, in
%8 Appendix 10.
sid Questions:

1) Define metaphor.
2) List 10 "every-day" metaphors that you use.
3) The Bible uses the concept of "Shepherd" to describe Jesus - list 5 other concepts the Bible uses to describe
Jesus.

4) Jesus’ saving act was His death and resurrection (the pure Gospel message). On top of the next page list 5
metaphorical concepts used to describe His saving act for us. Example: "ransom."
5) List 5 modern day examples (metaphors) that you might use to express the pure Gospel message.
6) Are there any movies (excluding The Passion of the Christ, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, or Men
in Black) that you have seen recently that might be used as an example for the metaphors you listed in question

4?
7) Have you shared Jesus with a Christian or non-Christian friend recently? What method did you use in
describing Jesus? If you have not, how might you clearly share the pure Gospel message with them?
100 See the table in Appendix 12.
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general Biblical metaphors and in Gospel metaphors. There was an average of 20.5%
improvement in the number of correct metaphors listed between the first and second test.
Generally, the answers for “List 5 modern day examples (metaphors) that you might use to
express the pure Gospel message,” the students used examples from the “R’s.”
One student wrote this for question two “101 on the pretest:
I really couldn’t tell you what I use everyday. I don’t think if I’m gonna say a
metaphor or not, I just don’t realize what type of speech I use. Mr. Schaller
[LHN principal] uses metaphor a lot to try and explain things. Sometimes to
make a point I will use a metaphor to show how two different things relate. '
Quite often, students would just write, “I don’t know,” for many of the questions.
This response was common among many students. They knew what metaphors were and
used them frequently but they had difficulty identifying them. As they spoke to one another, I
noted that their daily conversations were peppered with metaphors; they were just not aware
of the definitions. One student who wrote, “I don’t know any more,” for question three 103 on
the pretest, excelled on the posttest. He also included a reference in his answer to question six

'4 to a scene from the movie Finding Nemo where one of the characters was rescued from
death, “as God saved us from death.” !©

117 ist 10 “every-day” metaphors that you use.

® Student F21.
'®3 The Bible uses the concept of “Shepherd” to describe Jesus — list 5 other concepts the Bible uses to
describe Jesus.
' Are there any movies (excluding The passion of the Christ, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe,
or Men in Black) that you have seen recently that might be used as an example for the metaphors you listed in
question 4?

105 Student F12.
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Most students wrote nothing for questions six '°° and seven '”’ on the pretest,
although some perceptive students exhibited an ability to use scenes from movies as sources
in Gospel metaphor on the post-test:
In Taking Lives Angelina Jolie gives up about 7 months of her life in an
elaborate scheme to catch the killer (sinner). Ultimately she brings him to her

(like Jesus did by sacrificing his life). '°

Another wrote for question six:
The movie Lord of the Rings. Frodo must put his own life in danger to save
everyone. /
Another very perceptive student wrote this for question six on the pretest:
The Pirates of the Caribbean. When Will knew that it was his blood that
needed to be repaid to life the curse so he gave up himself in attempt to save
the love of his life, Elizabeth. !!°

Out of the 71 students that took the pretext, these were the only three to make such
connections.

A student who did not write anything for question six in the pretest wrote on the posttest that a character in a movie she recently viewed, “rescued a guy held hostage in the jungle

like Jesus rescued us from hell and gave us life.” '"!

18 Are there any movies (excluding The passion of the Christ, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe,
or Men in Black) that you have seen recently that might be used as an example for the metaphors you listed in
question 4?

'°7 Have you shared Jesus with a Christian or non-Christian friend recently? What method did you use
in describing Jesus? If you have not, how might you clearly share the pure Gospel message with them?

18 Student F23.

1 Student FO7.
" Student C07.
"| Student C14.
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A student who only listed the titles of five movies on question six of the pretest,
wrote this on the posttest.
Mulholland Drive — Replace — A dream reality is replaced with real life when
a major crime is committed. God replaced our reality with His Own in heaven
when we die. '””
One student listed the source without a mapping. Concerning Star Trek III he wrote,
“Spock gave his life so all the people on the ship could live.” i
For question seven ''* on the posttest, another student wrote about another scene from
Finding Nemo, “Yes, to little kids: Finding Nemo: God = Nemo’s dad. [He] loves us even
when we do wrong and wants to find us and live forever with Him.” ms

Finding Nemo was very popular among the students. Without my prompting, their
conversations toward the end of the unit about scenes in Finding Nemo revealed that many
had grasped the concept of using movies as applied metaphor for the Gospel message.
Without specifics, one student made reference to the “freedom” metaphor presented
in the movie, Amistad. ''® Another student made reference to a comparison between Denzel
Washington in Man on Fire and Jesus, the result of which is that “we can live in heaven.” ul?

The wording of question '? was clear in my mind, but one student saw it as an
opportunity to express an everyday example (sports).

12 Student HO7.
"3 Student H21.
14 Have you shared Jesus with a Christian or non-Christian friend recently? What method did you use
in describing Jesus? If you have not, how might you clearly share the pure Gospel message with them?

"5 Student F18.
16 Student C19.
"7 Student HO8.
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I would describe god as like the ultimate soccer defensive player in that He is
everywhere you need Him to be so that the opposing side will not score on
you or harm you. |!
Although a good contemporary metaphor source, possibly based on Romans 8:38-39, in the
future I would insert the words “in movies” in the question in the future for further
clarification.
Only nine students decreased their correct answers between the two tests. I found that
statistics in the analysis of student improvement between the pre-test and the post-test could
be misleading. The best analysis was comparing the individual answers of the students
119
between their pre-test and post-test. An example would be the student '"~
who wrote just

three answers on his pre-test to question 2 '2° that were the same style of insult, but on his
second test offered examples of simile (“smells like fish”), metaphor (“right on target”) and

oxymora (“break a leg”). While the statistic (sixty-five of the seventy-two student showed
improvement in the quantity of metaphor examples in their answers) clearly shows
improvement, it does not clearly show that six students did well on the first test and the
second test. Ultimately, 1 discovered that studying the individual student answers was more
important in finding improvement in the quality of the answers, not just in quantity of
answers.

18 Student C07.
19 Student C20.

'20 “You are not the sharpest tool in the shed.” “You are not the brightest crayon in the box.” “You are
so dumb you tripped over a cordless phone.”
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Student interviews
During the week following the unit, ten students were randomly selected for an
interview |?! to test their comprehension of this unit’s concepts. These interviews were given

one-on-one in the conference room of the Lutheran High North offices. They were asked
briefly to outline any change in their understanding of Gospel themes and metaphor from
before the unit, through the unit, and then after the unit. They were also asked whether they

saw this process as an opportunity for growth in their faith. They were asked if there was
anything else that could have been added to the unit to assist in greater understanding. They

were asked how they would use the information gained in the unit in their future lives.
Here are the questions and their corresponding student answers from the student
interview:

Question 1: Have you noticed any change in your understanding of the Gospel from before
the unit, through the unit, or now after the unit?

Student C02 — “Yes.” (Stated a change in music listening preferences from secular to
Christian)

Student C04 — “Before the unit I watched movies and really didn’t really take a
meaning out of them, just like a purpose of why they were made but now like looking
at movies and listening to music I see the Gospel message behind them and what
different meaning besides the thing.”
Student C05 — “I don’t necessarily understand it better but I can see it more easily
with the media now and I can recognize it better in TV shows and movies.”
Student C24 — “Yes, I have.”

Student F02 — “Yes, I have. Before, I never really looked through the movies so I
could actually see God or see how He portrays himself through the movies and now
that’s like kind of how I have it that I do now.”

'2! Interview questions in Appendix 11.
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Student F09 -— “Yes. I’ve noticed a big change. And now that after the unit I take a
look at things more seriously like when I look at a movie I take a look and see how it
relates to the Gospel in any way and other things in life ... it makes you think harder
what the Gospel message is and understand what He did for us.”
Student F10 — “Yes, I understand how a metaphor can be used in movies in related to
God.”
Student F16 — “In understanding the true message, not as much but you have helped
me see different ways myself especially as an artist can use art to display the Gospel
message. Like the parables of Jesus how He would speak to them in using things they

knew and understood, we can use that today.”
Student H01 — “Yes, a lot. Now when I view a movie I try to find and try to see which
way its related to the Bible in any way. Yes, it has helped.”
Student H18 — “Yes, especially for me getting a chance to do the video ... doing
something that has a deeper meaning. ... It applies to what I want to do.” !””
This was a more open ended question asking the student to state their personal
development through the unit. I noticed three stated changes. First was a change in their
movie preferences as if a spiritual filter had been installed in their lives (1 John 4:1). Second,

the students expressed a new ability to map Biblical metaphor targets with media sources.
Third, the students expressed a greater understanding of the Gospel message.

Question 2: Do you believe that this process has helped you grow in your faith?
Student C02 - “Yes.”
Student C04 — “It’s helped me learn different aspects of the Gospel, like different
meanings and how you can translate it into now-a-days.’
Student C05 — “In a way, because I can recognize things better so if I needed to find
something to help tell somebody about it I could look in TV better. I just find that
easier.”
122 As part of the semester grade, the students were required to do a project in the context of the
subject. This student chose to do a video.
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Student C24 — “Yes,
church I like look at
I could before. Now
of all the metaphors
Christianity.”

definitely. Now outside of the classroom and outside of the
stuff and I can see God in and through things that I never thought
when | watch movies all I can think of is your class and ... think
and see if it means something else that has to deal with Jesus or

Student F02 — “Yes, I do. It has helped me a lot. The movies that I watch now are
different from what I used to watch. I used to watch more the ones that portray the
wrong message. Now I look for more of the good.”
Student F09 — “Yes. It helps you look at everyday things that happen and you realize
how important it is to believe in the Gospel and how it helps you grow in your faith
because you understand more about it and you can relate it to everyday occurrences.”
Student F10 — “Yes, I believe so.”

Student F16 — “Yes, because when you just hear like the sacrifice of Jesus in just
words it’s just one thing, but when you actually have something to compare it to it
has a deeper meaning and it touches you more and it really shows you more what he
want through and what he did to save us.”
Student H01 — “It has. Because now when J see movies it opens your eyes and
actually helps you understand and try to figure out how things can work together and
relate to each other.”
Student H18 — “‘Yes. Before getting the chance to do the class my thoughts for doing
movies was just typical and cinematic. Now you can be entertaining and still be in
line with faith that I can do something Christian and not just popular.”
The personal faith growth of the students was the primary goal of this unit. Their
responses reflected not just the affirmative “yes” but also in personal application of that
Gospel message.

Question 3: Is there anything that could have been added to the unit to help your
understanding?
Student C02 — “More on R’s. You went through that pretty fast and it wasn’t totally
clear.”
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Student C04 - “I think maybe like more question and answer periods where we could
talk about it and discuss it.”
Student C05 — “Not really anything but maybe more discussions like after each film
instead of just writing stuff down more class discussions to see what we are
thinking.”
Student C24 — (Spend more time explaining metaphors. For some students I went too
fast.)
Student F02 — “Not really, J think it was pretty clear. Everything, all the worksheets,
and assignments, handouts. Everything looked pretty much self explanatory.”
Student F09 — “No, not really”

Student F10 — “No, it was all pretty much in your sheets. You read them.”
Student F16 — “Not really, maybe a little more depth.”
Student H01 — “No. Everything was good and I was able to understand easily and it
wasn’t that difficult. It was good.”
Student H18 — “No. I like the idea of taking what I learned and putting it into a
project.”
This question allowed the student to evaluate the unit. I heard the students say that I
needed to take more time and in that process give them the opportunity to respond, question
and allow them time to understand and grasp the concepts.

Question 4: In the future, how do you perceive using the information you learned in this
unit?
Student C02 — “I’m definitely going to be looking for Christ in every movie I see
now. And explain how it can be related to Christianity and stuff.”
Student C04 — “In the future I see myself watching more movies and getting like a
meaning out of them instead of going to watch them for the fun of it, ’ll probably
like analyze it.”
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Student C05 — “Probably to spread the message, if 1 was to lead a worship I could
more easily look into TV and media sources to find Gospel messages in that.”
Student C24 — “Will, I going to be a Lutheran school teacher so I’m definitely be
using this as ... 1 teach religion class. And I do believe that this is important because
so many people out there don’t know Christ and through some of the things you
taught us we can help share Him.”
Student F02 — “I know for sure, just like I said, that the choices that I make to view
the movies, which kind of movies, I’1] be more careful about what I watch and what I
learn from it.”

Student F09 — “It will help me to use metaphors when talking to other people about
Jesus. It will help them to understand it better.”
Student F10 — “Maybe when I watch movies I might try to think about how I can
relate that to God.”
Student F16 — “I intend on writing music. I intend on being some sort of writer,

whether it’s writing plays or writing music. Looking at this and knowing that I’m a
Christian, looking at how the Gospel was given to the people in the past I know that I
can then go forth from here and give things that 1 write Christian overtones and be a
positive influence of society.”
Student HO1 — “Like when I go out and try to help people understand, like in Forest
Gump they probably never thought there was a connection to that and there was.”
Student H18 — “Remembering that any time I go to do a film or look at a film, is there
Christian doctrine in it, even if it claims to be Christian is it really being able to see a
film for what it really is and what it’s really trying to say and also in doing so myself
what do I want to say and am I accurately saying it.”
Here the students were given the opportunity to project their learning experience into
their futures. The response was amazing. Instead of just giving just a shallow response, the
students were able to apply this unit to their individual gifts and talents.

Question 5: Do you understand that the use of media is a viable tool for sharing the Gospel?
Student C02 — “Yes.”
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Student C04 — “Yes, I do because through movies you can get the Gospel.” us
Student C05 — “Yes.”

Student C24 — “Yes.”
Student F02 — “I understand that now. I never really thought that God could portray
Himself through the movies.”
Student FO9 — “Yes, because the metaphors help other people understand it more
easy.”
Student F10 — “Yes.”

Student F16 ~ “My last question sort of answered that.” !74
Student H01 — “ Yes, because it’s not so boring or a book because sometimes people
don’t want to read books to begin with.”
Student H18 — “Definitely. Mel Gibson proved that. Its in a society were
entertainment and film is really taking over is going to be the newest way to share the
Gospel and probably the most effective way to share the Gospel.”
This was also an application question. I was looking for the students to reiterate and
expand upon what they had previously said, as pointed out by one student.

Question 6: As a result of this unit, do you feel more confident in sharing the Gospel
message?

Student C02 — “Yes. I liked it.”

'23 Because of the wording of comments like these, I went back into the classroom and reviewed three
important issues. 1) The students should view movies for entertainment purposes; 2) the pure Gospel message
can come only through Word and Sacraments; and 3) movie scenes can be used as contemporary sources in
Gospel metaphor.
4 Tn his previous question the student answered: “I intend on writing music. I intend on being some

sort of writer, whether it’s writing plays or writing music. Looking at this and knowing that I’m a Christian,
looking at how the Gospel was given to the people in the past I know that I can then go forth from here and give
things that I write Christian overtones and be a positive influence of society.”
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Student C04 — “Yes because there are so many different ways you can do it and there
are so many different ways of saying it, it makes you more confident in what you’re
saying and doing.”
Student C05 — “Yes, I do.”
Student C24 - “Yes.”
Student F02 — “Yes, I do. I feel I understand it more now that I did before.”

Student F09 — “Yes, because you can relate it easier and you don’t have to feel kind
of out there where they don’t know what you’re talking about and help them know
what you’re talking about.”
Student F10 — “Yes.”

Student F16 — “I definitely think that I can now see ways to share the Gospel message
in ways to explain things without sounding preachy and like what a lot of what
contemporary society mocks Christians as being. And that increases anyone’s
confidence knowing that the message wil] be received better.”
Student HO! — “Yes, one day after viewing our movie I went home and told my
parents about it and they were shocked about it that movies would have such an
impact or that much a reaction.”
Student H18 — “Yes, because now I know that there is
sitting down and having a conversation with someone.
them through a different means or use something they
having to come up with something. It’s easier to share

more than just the old way of
I feel as though I can show
know to teach them instead of
the Gospel.”

Although training in evangelism was not a direct goal of this project, it offered an
opportunity for the student to further apply Gospel metaphors in their lives. It reflected back
on their personal faith growth and their ability to use modern media sources with Gospel
metaphor targets. The “confidence” stated by one student showed both of these aspects.
From the students’ responses, I would herald the unit as a success! Most of the
students interviewed expressed that they not only understood their relationship with Jesus
more clearly, but that they were able to also express that relationship verbally. My first goal
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for this unit was that the students themselves would grow in their faith. The unit directly used
the Word of God which was explored by the individual students. One student responded to
the first question:
“Yes. I’ve noticed a big change.
things more seriously like when
relates to the Gospel in any way
harder what the Gospel message

And now that after the
I look at a movie I take
and other things in life
is and understand what

unit I take a look at
a look and see how it
... it makes you think
He did for us.” !7°

Another student, whose hobby was video taping, expressed that he would like to go
into film making. He shared that because of his experience, if he became a film maker, he

would like to intentionally put various types of metaphors into his films. '”°
A student who excelled in music and music composition expressed the
encouragement that this unit gave to him. He said that he felt it would better equip him by
using metaphors to express his faith in the arts as he stated in his answer to question two..
“Yes, because when you just hear like the sacrifice of Jesus in just words its
just one thing, but when you actually have something to compare it to it has a
deeper meaning and it touches you more and it really shows you more what he
want through and what he did to save us.” 2”
Another student who plans on being a Lutheran grade school teacher sees this unit as
helping her share the Gospel with little children. '*® Another, just knowing that movie scenes
can be used for Gospel metaphors, expressed that her viewing habits have changed for the
positive.

125 Student FO9.
'26 Student H18.
"27 Student F16.
28 Student C04.
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[In reference to Question 2 '7"] Yes, I do. It has helped me a lot. The movies
that 1 watch now are different from what I used to watch. I used to watch more
the ones that portray the wrong message. Now I look for more of the good.
[In reference to Question 4 '*°] I know for sure, just like I said, that the
choices that I make to view the movies, which kind of movies, I’I] be more

careful about what I watch and what I learn from it.” '*!
Another talked about how the use of metaphor helped clarify the Gospel for them.
“Because now when I see movies it opens your eyes and actually helps you
understand and try to figure out how things can work together and relate to
each other.” 122
In general, these responses were positive, expressing achievement of the goals of this
unit. There were two responses that were pleasingly surprising. Two of the students chose to
change their listening and viewing habits based on what was learned in this unit and
throughout the course. Outside of these interviews there was another interesting response.
One student had asked if I look for Jesus in all movies I watch. I stated that I watch for
entertainment, but I’m always looking for examples to use to share the Gospel message. In an
ironic sort of way they thanked me because they were not unable to watch R-rated movies
because they were thinking about this class and also about looking for examples to describe
the Gospel. They had become more sensitive to the movies they were watching. They

deemed the material in R-rated movies inappropriate for them to be watching.

2° Do you believe that this process has helped you grow in your faith?

130 In the future, how do you perceive using the information you learned in this unit?

'*! Student FO2.
'32 Student HO1.
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Summary

As I was going through the unit, there were many times I had doubts about whether I
was able to clearly express the lessons and if the students really grasped the content. At times
I thought I was expecting them to understand concepts beyond their potential. The students
took the challenge — and excelled.
The greatest experience for me is in knowing that when the Gospel message is
presented, it changes lives. I was able to experience that change in the students in varied
ways throughout the unit.
With the exception of a couple discipline problems with the students getting in the
way of my instruction in the classroom, J am very pleased about the outcome. One of the
students who was more defiant and disruptive in class gave one of the more positive
interviews. To this day, former students that I come in contact with still comment positively
about this unit.
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

Luke 13:18-21
'8 Then Jesus asked, "What is the kingdom of God like? What shall I
compare it to? | It is like a mustard seed, which a man took and planted in
his garden. It grew and became a tree, and the birds of the air perched in its
branches."
a Again he asked, "What shall I compare the kingdom of God to? 21 it
is like yeast that a woman took and mixed into a large amount of flour until it
worked all through the dough."
“What is the kingdom of God like for 21" century youth?” “What shall I compare it to
so they can understand?” “What shall 1 compare the kingdom of God to so that my junior and

senior students at Lutheran High North can not only understand, but also grow in their faith?”
When Jesus spoke to His disciples just days prior to His ultimate sacrifice for the sins
of the world, He used examples of things that were familiar to them. When working with
youth, especially when communicating the life-changing message of the Gospel, we need to
use things familiar to them. Recognizing the power of the Gospel as the Holy Spirit working
through the words, we need to keep the integrity of the original message while finding ways
for our youth to understand and express the Gospel in their lives and words. This project

generated both the enthusiasm of the students to learn and the opportunity for me to be the
tool whereby the Spirit worked on the students’ hearts with His Word.
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Contributions to Lutheran Education Ministry

Our youth of today like stories; they are a part of their culture.
Every society has its own stories. The history and values of a society
are communicated through cultural stories and songs. Those who tell the
stories and pipe the tunes may be those who control the future of a society.
Music and drama help express the soul of a culture. A culture rich in stories is
deep in the soul power. Didn’t God use stories to give to his people the power
to survive?

People of all cultures crave drama, and this craving suggests that God
has made us story telling (and story-hearing) creatures. Whether gathered
around a campfire or sitting before the televisions set, we human beings are
hungry for new stories — or to hear a good, old story one more time. Consider,
then, the power of those who tell stories — how those who tell stories shape a
society. It may be that storytellers and musicians are more powerful than
politicians, in that they have a more immediate and longer-lasting influence on
more people. '?
This program has presented a way to quench that hunger “for new stories” and “to
hear a good, old story one more time.” The stories in this unit are of the Gospel message told

in metaphors of contemporary sources using modern day cinema. I chose cinema because it
is so much a part of the youth culture of today. They are the stories that the students tell and
retell. What I was able to accomplish in this unit was to join some of those movie stories with
the powerful Gospel message.
I was able to see the power of this telling of The Story in a marvelous way. There was
one incident that happened during unit. One of my students '34 Was so dedicated that she
regularly shared her faith with an exchange student from China who was not in my class at

that time. The exchange student had become disillusioned by all religions because she saw
them as combative toward each other. She saw each religion claiming the truth and
33 Dean Borgman, When Kumbaya Is Not Enough: A Practical Theology for Youth Ministry (Peabody,
Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, Inc., 1997), 132-133.

134 Student FO7.
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condemning other religions. To her, this proved that all religions were wrong. The three of us
would often have discussions on an apologetic level. Several times the student in my class
would use modern day metaphor sources to describe Gospel truths from the Bible to the
student from China. Toward the end of the school year both of these young ladies stopped by
my classroom, and the exchange student asked if I would pray with her since she now
believed in Jesus. Here is a situation in which the student in my class used the movie
examples in this unit to strengthen her own faith. She then expressed those examples to the
student from China. The Gospel metaphors using movies as the source were only a part of
the presentation. But through the working of the Holy Spirit through the Word, we were able
to see another student brought to faith.
Two other notable reasons for future use of this Gospel metaphor unit in classrooms
were the responses of the students. First, the students had imagined the scenario where they
were teachers sharing the Gospel message with their students while viewing Buzz Lightyear.
In this scenario, they were also increasing their own knowledge of the Gospel message of the
sacrifice, death and resurrection of Jesus. I also considered this an awesome opportunity for
the students to use their imaginations and to explore a possible career as a teacher. But even
if they don’t have a career as a teacher, chances are they are going to be parents. Because of
this project, I feel they are now better equipped to pass the Gospel message on to the next
generation.
The second reason for the future use of this Gospel metaphor unit was given by the
interviewed student who actually was studying to be a Lutheran school teacher. She saw a
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place for this teaching tool in her classroom in the future. What she identified was not just a
tool for her, but a possible tool for all Christian teachers to reach generations in the future.
Since that unit, students have wanted to be in the present-day version of that class.
They work hard, and the goals of the class affect their lives.

Contributions to personal and professional growth
The entire Doctor of Ministry program has indeed been a blessing. Studying with
other professionals has expanded my concept of the ministry. Various pastors in different
fields of ministry gathered, not just to learn, but also to share ideas with, support and
encourage one another.
This Major Applied Project started as a small two-week unit in a full semester class.
Since this unit was presented, a new semester class has developed with this unit as the
culmination. It is now a part of the core curriculum at Lutheran High North, Houston, Texas.
“Media and the Gospel” is presented to students in the second semester of their junior year. It
is one of the most anticipated classes among the lower classmen.
It was my plan that this class would be taught at a higher academic level, able to be
used at a university. Prior to starting the class, ] brought the curriculum proposal for the new
theology department media class to the attention of a member of the administrative staff at

Lutheran High North in order to get feedback concerning the viability of the unit with high
school students. Ironically, the feedback was that the unit I proposed required academic work
beyond what should be expected of high school students. My proposal suggested that
students be required to review five movies using a matrix of nine-and-a-half pages of
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questions I wrote for the students to answer. The high school administrator suggested that

what I had intended might have been difficult even in a university setting.
Since I have started teaching that new high school class, I have noted that the students
willingly do a lot of work outside the classroom — and they excel! Most of the students get
“‘A’s,” for which they have to work hard. The message to me is that ] have found a subject

matter that is very appealing to the students. This class combines that interest in cinema with
the pure Gospel message. I have grown through this process — and so have my students.
As I wrote this Major Applied Project, I also learned a lot about my communication
skills. Many times I wrongly assumed the other person (e.g. my advisor or reader)
understood what I was writing about. I had not communicated enough information to benefit
understanding. As I went through the process of writing this project, I had to rewrite multiple
times. The process seemed tedious, but what I have learned is invaluable. Assessment and
reassessment of a person’s understanding is essential to communication — especially of the
Gospel. I cannot expect a person to know something that they have not heard. My
communication skills have improved because of this project.

Recommendations
As stated earlier, our youth love stories. They share stories about their lives. They

share stories about celebrities. They share with each other the stories in the latest movie that
came out. They find delight when new discoveries (sources) are made and applied to the
Gospel message. They are very good at repeating stories — but during this time, 1 noticed that
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they had some trouble remapping metaphors. They were able to understand the updated
metaphor, but at times were not able to express it in context.
One of the things I added to the “Media and the Gospel” class was a unit on “telling
the story.” To help the students make a connection between the visual and the verbal, they

are shown PowerPoint slides of various Norman Rockwell paintings. They are then asked to
tell the story behind the painting, as they understand it. At first they only identify objects in
the painting. Then they start embellishing on the events that led up to the portrayal in the
painting. One example involves Rockwell's painting, “Girl with Black Eye.” It is of a
disheveled girl sitting on a bench outside a principal’s office with a black eye and a devilish
grin. As the students start, they noticed the ruffled clothes and hair, the black eye and the

grin. Then they start the story off slowly by saying she was in a fight ... that she won
(because of the smile) ... and that because of the type of smile, it was a boy that she fought
... out on the playground ... he had been teasing her ... and she got even ... and you should
see what he looks like, a lot worse than her! It was a delight to listen as they spun a yarn.
Students from around the room would add detail after detail until there was a story. This unit
especially helped when the students viewed movie scenes that could be used as sources for

Gospel metaphors. The exercise sharpened their ability to retrace the scene verbally and to
then again verbally connect that scene into the metaphor.
Another recommendation suggested in Chapter Five was that the students not be
given full reign in choosing their videos. What I have changed in this is that they sign up

weeks before doing their analysis of the scene. By giving me the title ahead of time, I can
research the possibilities in that movie. There are several good websites that give you a
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synopsis of the movie. Internet Movie Data Base (IMdB) is a site with much information and
cross-references. Shopping sites like Amazon also offer information about the movies, even
movies that are out of circulation. By doing this, I am able either to clear their choice or
suggest another. I am amazed at how much I have learned about movies | haven’t seen.

Conclusion
From my studies in Gospel metaphors and the possibilities of contemporizing the
metaphor sources, I personally have grown in my faith. As I have listened to the faith
expressions of my students going through the classroom unit, J have listened to their faithgrowth stories. I personally believe that this project presents a program that can greatly
enhance both the teaching ministry in our schools and the pastoral preaching ministry.

Although I used movie scenes to enhance the understanding of Gospel truths, other
contemporary experiences and events can be used. This Major Applied Project has presented
and examined a unit that has been successful, and will continue to be successful in our

schools and churches in the future!
To God be the Glory!
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APPENDIX 1
Applied Metaphor in Cinema as a Tool for Gospel Proclamation
Curriculum Map
DATE

UNIT

MATERIALS

SKILLS

ASSESSMENT

March 29, 2004 _| Blind Watching Test
March 30, 2004 _| Blind Watching Test
March 31, 2004 | Blind Watching Test

Movie -- Men In Black
Movie -- Men In Black
Movie -- Men In Black

-- Watching Movie
-- Watching Movie
-- Watching Movie

April 1, 2004
April 2, 2004

Sign up for 3DWJ
~~ Unit Pre-Test

3DWJ = Three Days With Jesus)
(none)
-- Pre-Test, TSWBAT express their current | -- Pre-Test

Sign up for 3DWJ
Unit Pre-Test

-- At end of unit
-- At end of unit
-- At end of unit

knowledge of Metaphor in current usage
ee

I We:

fo eee fe wee

Se, 2

Zo

an .

ee

ae

a Bs of

April 5, 2004

Torroductici

April 6, 2004

Introduction to Metaphor | -- Zoltan Kévecses, Metaphor: A
Practical Introduction
-~ Worksheet: “Introduction to
Metaphor”
Introduction to Metaphor | -- Zoltén Kévecses, Metaphor: A
Practical Introduction
-- Worksheet: “Introduction to

ell

to Metaphor

Ena Dee.

- Zoltan Kvecses, "Metaphor: A
Practical Introduction
-~ Worksheet: “Introduction to

:

wee eS,

T XIQGN&ddV

end ass applied to > Scriptures.
cs

- Noes: TSWBAT identify their =a
current usage of metaphor

--“Work Sheet

-- Notes, TSWBAT identify their personal
current usage of metaphor

-- Work Sheet

~- Notes, TSWBAT identify their personal
current usage of metaphor

-- Work Sheet

Metaphor”

April 7, 2004

Metaphor”

April 8, 2004

‘April 13, 2004
April 14,2004

Use of Metaphors in
Scripture

-- Bible
~- Notes, TSWBAT identify the usage of
-- List of Bible passages that employ | metaphor in the Scriptures
metaphors
— aa

Use of Metaphors in
Scripture

chs

Notes, TSWBAT deci: the usage —_

-- List of Bible passages that employ | metaphor in the Scriptures
metaphors
| Use of Metaphor in pure | -- Bible
-- TSWBAT identify metaphors used to
Gospel
-- List of Gospel Metaphors (“R’s”) | clarify Gospel message

-- Work Sheet
-- “Connections”
Binders

-= End - Wiesks!
- Work Sheet
-- Work Sheet

a

APPENDIX 1

Applied Metaphor in Cinema as a Tool for Gospel Proclamation
Curriculum Map
April 15,2004
April 16,2004

VII

a
1
April 26, 2004

| Use ofMetaphorinpure
Gospel
| Gospel Metaphor in
Cinema — Easy Intro.

| ------

Bible
-- TSWBAT identify metaphors used to
List of Gospel Metaphors (“R’s”) _| clarify Gospel message
Bible
-- TSWBAT start applying Gospel
List of Gospel Metaphors (““R’s”) | metaphors to cinema scenes (even though
Video Scenes:
the scenes were intended to have another
Joe Verses the Volcano
meaning)
Buzz Lightyear of Star Command
-- Applied Gospel in Video
worksheet
a
Sa
ee
Ss eee
Be
aM
ee
Students share their
-- Applied Gospel in Video
-- TSWBAT start applying Gospel
findings from April 26
worksheet
metaphors to cinema scenes (even though
assignment
the scenes were intended to have another

~~ Work Sheet
-- Work Sheet
-- Assign students to
view 4 videos and fill in
Applied Gospel in
Video worksheets on
April 26

meaning)
April 27, 2004

Students share their
findings from April 26
assignment

-- Applied Gospel in Video
worksheet

~- TSWBAT start applying Gospel
metaphors to cinema scenes (even though
the scenes were intended to have another

-- Class Discussion
-- Assignment of April
26 handed in

meaning)_
April 28,2004

| Review last half of initial | Movie -- Men In Black
movie
April 29,2004 | Review last half of initial | Movie -- Men In Black
movie
April 30, 2004 | Unit Post-Test to
determine effectiveness of
unit

Rr
Pe
es

"May 3-7 2004 | Interview of 10 random
students as to
effectiveness of unit

ii

~- Watching Movie highlighting R's
-- Watching Movie highlighting R’s
-- Reissue original test
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APPENDIX 3
NAME
Applied Metaphor Unit Pre-Test

April 2, 2004

1. Define Metaphor

bone
°

sg

mo

p 9

Ss

P

2. List 10 "every-day" metaphors that you use.

j3. The Bible uses the concept of "Shepherd" to describe Jesus - list 5 other concepts the Bible
uses to describe Jesus.

a.

9

b.
d.
i
4. Jesus' saving act was His death and resurrection (the pure Gospel message). On top of the
next page list 5 metaphorical concepts used to describe His saving act for us. Example:
"ransom."
Mark 10:42, 45 42 Jesus called them together and said. ... 5 For even the
Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as
a ransom for many."

Hymn 112 from the Lutheran Worship, verse 16
Jesus, all our ransom paid,
All your Father's will obeyed;
116

9

Ss

P

By your suffrings perfect made:
Hear us, holy Jesus.

d.
e.
5. List S modern day examples (metaphors) that you might use to express the pure Gospel
message.
a

2

b.

d.
e.
6. Are there any movies (excluding The Passion of the Christ, The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe, or Men in Black) that you have seen recently that might be used as an example for
the metaphors you listed in question 4?

7. Have you shared Jesus with a Christian or non-Christian friend recently? What method did
you use in describing Jesus?

If you have not, how might you clearly share the pure Gospel message with them?
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APPENDIX 4
NAME
INTRODUCTION TO METAPHOR

March 29,2004

METAPHOR '°
1.

Conceptual Metaphor

2.

Conceptual Domain

MAPPINGS
1.

Source

2.

Target

COMMON

SOURCE DOMAINS

1.

The Human Body

2.

Health and Illness

3.

Animals

4.

Plants

5.

Buildings and Construction

6.

Machines and Tools

7.

Games and Sport

135 Zoltan Kévecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002),
3-27.
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8.

Money and Business

9.

Cooking and Food

10. Heat and Cold

11. Light and Darkness
12. Forces
13. Movement and Direction

COMMON
.

TARGET DOMAINS
Emotion

Desire

Morality
Thought
Society and Nation
Politics
Economy

8.

Communication

2

Time

10. Life and Death

11. Religion
12. Events and Actions
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APPENDIX 5

METAPHOR *°
1) Conceptual Metaphor
— “understanding one conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain” !°7
2) Conceptual Domain
=> “our conceptual representation, or knowledge, of any coherent segment of experience.
We often call such representations concepts ... This knowledge involves both the
knowledge of basic elements that constitute a domain and knowledge that is rich in
detail. This detailed rich knowledge about a domain is often made use of in
metaphorical entailments.” '28
MAPPINGS
1)

Source

=> The domain from which we draw understanding
2) Target
=> The domain that relies on the source for greater understanding
EXAMPLES
Argument is War

You can't defend your position.
His criticisms were right on target.
You disagree? Okay, then shoot!
He shot down all my arguments.
Love is a Journey

Look how far we've come.
We'll just have to go our separate ways.
Where are we in our relationship?
We're stuck.
We've gotten off the track.

Ideas are Food

All this paper has in it are the raw facts, half-baked ideas, and warmed over theories.
I just can’t swallow your ideas.
She devoured that book.
Let’s cook up some new ideas.

136 Zoltan K6vecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002),

3-27.

37 Thid., 4.
1388 Thid., 247-248.
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COMMON SOURCE DOMAINS
1) The Human Body
=> The heart of the problem
=> The head of the department
2) Health and Illness
= A healthy outlook
= A sick mind

3)
4)

5)

Animals

= She isa tiger.
= Heisadog.
Plants
=> She is a budding beauty.
=> He cultivated a friendship with her.
Buildings and Construction
=> A towering genius.

6)

)
8)

=> A brick house.
=> The argument was skillfully constructed/put together/well built
Machines and Tools
=> She produces a good book every year.
=> I hope you learn some good metaphor éools in this class
=> He hammered home the point.
Games and Sport

=> She toyed with the idea.
=> He plays hard ball.
Money and Business
=> Spend your time wisely.
=> Save some energy.

=> She really invested a lot in that relationship.
9) Cooking and Food
=> What’s your recipe for success?
= Now your cookin’.
=> She’s all full of steam.
10) Heat and Cold
=> The heat of the moment.

=

Acold reception.

=> An icy stare.

11) Light and Darkness
=> She is in a dark mood.
=> Lighten up!

=> She doesn’t have the foggiest idea.
=> The situation looks a little hazy.
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12) Forces

=> She swept me off my feet.
=> You’re driving me nuts.
=> Don’t push me!
13) Movement and Direction
=> He went crazy.

=> Our hearts are soaring.

COMMON TARGET DOMAINS
It is important to note that a target can have several different sources in which the
metaphor may work.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Emotion
=> She was deeply moved. (movement)
=> She was playing with me. (sport/play)
Desire
=> That jacket just pulled me into the store. (force)
=> I am starved for affection. (food)
Morality
=> Pll pay you back for this. (money/business)
=> He’s a shady character. (light/dark)
Thought
=> I’m beginning to see it in a new /ight. (light/dark)
=> He searched his memory. (journey)

5) Society and Nation
=> What do we owe our society? (money/business)
=> The ills of society? (health/sickness)

6)

Politics

=> It was hard to keep the debate on track. (transportation)
=> They pushed the amendment through the House. (movement)

7)

Economy

=> The United States built a strong economy. (machines and tools)
=> They pruned the budget. (plants)
8) Human Relationships
=> They had a budding relationship. (plants)
=> They built a strong marriage. (machines and tools)
9) Communication
=> This conversation is going nowhere. (transportation)
=> Your words are not clear. (light/dark)
10) Time (difficult — mostly movement)
=> Time flies. (movement)
=> The time following the dinosaurs. (movement)
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11) Life and Death
=> The baby is on the way. (movement)
= He bit the dust. (food)
12) Religion
=> My faith is founded on Jesus Christ. (building)
=> I’ve seen the light. (light/dark)
13) Events and Actions

=> It was a stormy meeting. (weather)
=> This class is driving me crazy. (direction/transportation)

Metonymy
-- Use of one entity, or thing, to indicate, or to provide mental access to, another

4

entity.

139

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

I’m reading Shakespeare.
America doesn’t want another Pearl Harbor.
Washington is negotiating with Moscow.
Bush invaded Iraq.
We need a better giove at third base

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

I’m reading one of Shakespeare’s works.
America doesn’t want another major defeat in war.
The American government is negotiating with the Russian government.
American troops invaded Iraq.
We need a person who can do a better job of catching the ball at third base.

Synecdoche

-- a figure of speech in which the part is used for a whole, and individual for a class, a
material for a thing, or the reverse of any of these '”
1) “Give us this day our daily bread.”
2) Hand in marriage
3) Ineed some wheels
Personification / Anthropomorphism

-- Ascribing a human attribute to a non-human entity.
1) The cat’s pajamas
2) The right hand of God

139 Thid., 143-144.
“° David B. Guralnik, Ed. Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language: Second
College Edition (New York: William Collins and World Publishing Co., Inc. 1978), 1444.
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Irony

-- amethod of humorous or subtly sarcastic expression in which the intended
meaning of the words used is the direct opposite of their usual sense '*!
1) Boy, that was clever (about a stupid plan)
2) “break a leg”
3) (After hitting your head) “Boy, I bet that felt good!”
Hyperbole

-- an exaggeration for effect, not mean to be taken literally '”
1)

He’s as strong as an ox.

2)

She runs like the wind.

Anomaly

-- departure from the regular arrangement, general rule, or usual method;
abnormality; being or seeming to be inconsistent, contradictory, or improper; An entity is
described by something that it cannot possibly be or do im
1) Harry is a wastebasket.
2) The crowd floated through the market.
Slang
-- specialized vocabulary the purpose of which is to disguise from the outsiders the
meaning of what was said
-- the specialized vocabulary and idioms of those in the same work, way of life, etc.
also “shoptalk” or “jargon”
-- highly informal language that is outside of conventional or standard usage and
consists of both coined words and phrases and of new or extended meanings attached to
established terms: slang develops from the attempt to find fresh and vigorous, colorful,

pungent, or humorous expression, and generally either passes into disuse or comes to have a
more formal status '“
1) (Have students give personal examples)

2)
3)
4)

| thid., 745.
4? Thid., 690.
9 Thid., 56.
' Thid., 1337.
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Idiom

-- the language or dialect of a people, region, class, etc
-- the usual way in which the words of a particular language are joined together to
express thought
-- an accepted phrase, construction, or expression contrary to the usual patters of the
language or having a meaning different from the literal '°
1) She caught my eye
2) (Have students give personal examples)

3)
4)
Colloquialism

-- words, phrases, and idioms characteristic of informal speech and writing but very
possibly not substandard or illiterate usage '*°
1) (Have students give personal examples)

2)
3)
4)

45 Thid., 696-697.
'46 Thid., 280.
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APPENDIX 6

A Short Glossary of Metaphor Terms With Examples
Acronym

Concept name phrase condensed to letters
RAM — Random Access Memory

Allegory
The use of a story with a “symbolic” or underlying hidden meaning
Aslan as Christ in C. S. Lewis’ The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

Anomaly
Using a concept that is variant from rule
the sun sets” rather than describing the rotation of the earth
Anthropomorphism / Personification
Ascribing human traits to concepts
”The right hand of God”
Colloquialism
Idiom based on local or regional informal language
*bubbler” — drinking fountain phrase in Milwaukee, W1
Ellipsis
The omission of a word or phrase needed to completely understand concept but
otherwise understood
when completed” for “when it is completed”
Also symbols added in text -- &, @, w/o, etc.
Exaggeration
Overemphasis of a concept

you should have seen the size of the fish that got away”
Hyperbole
Exaggeration, not to be taken literally; overemphasis of a concept to highlight
its importance
*as strong as a horse”
Hyponym

Indirect Oxymoron
“Sacred cows make gourmet burgers”
10.

il.

Irony

A comparison of two concepts with an intended opposite meaning
“that was smart” — in reference to a blunder
A comparison of two concepts with an intended opposite outcome
“the fire station burned” — one would expect it to be well protected
Idiom
Dialect or colloquialism contrary to usual patterns of the language
*cool” meaning “hot” — as an acceptable desired style (“cool” could also mean
“‘disinterested”’)
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12.

Mnemonic
Word formulas used in an attempt to improve memory recall
”*Every Good Boy Does Fine” E-G-B-D-F are the notes on the treble clef

13.

Metonymy

Name of one thing to express another
White House” for “President”
14.

Oxymora

15.

Apparent opposites used to describe concept
*her silence was deafening”
Parable
An short, familiar, earthly story with a heavenly or moralistic meaning

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Jesus’ “Parable of the Good Samaritan”
Periphrasis
The use of many words to describe a concept rather than one or a few words
”a long, long time ago, maybe hundreds of years, before my time ...”
Proverb
A short saying that expresses an obvious concept
”a penny saved is a penny earned”
Sarcasm
Irony with the attempt to degrade a thing or person
*my watch must be slow again” — remark to someone habitually late
Simile
A comparison of two concepts with “bridge” words of “like” or “as”
*Her hair was as soft as silk”
Slang
Idioms used to disguise true meanings; the use of words with new or expanded
meanings

21.

22.

*chick” — not as baby chicken but as an attractive female human
Synecdoche
Part of a concept used to express the whole
*Give us this day our daily bread”
Synesthesia (verbal)

The use of a concept to invoke a reaction
*you know what I could go for right now -- nice, juicy, thick, mouth-watering

steak” -- describing food to induce hunger
23.

Trope

The use of “twists” or “turns” to describe concept; figurative language in
general (metaphor, simile, exaggeration, and others in this list)
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APPENDIX 7

NAME
General Biblical Metaphors Media and Philosophy, LHN
Husband / Wife
*

Jeremiah 31:32

sh Ephesians 5:21-33

*

Hosea

’

Matthew 9:14-15

» Revelation 19:7-8
Farming

# Matthew 3:11-12
*

Matthew 13:31-32

+

Matthew 17:20

*

John 12:24-25

“Iam...”
&

John 6:35, 41, 48, 51

t

John 8:12

*

John 9:5

4

John 10:7, 9
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April 8, 2004

*» Jobn 10:11, 14
%&

John 11:25

#&

John 14:6

*

John 14:10-11

*

John 15:1, 5

The Human
Deuteronomy
Deuteronomy
Psalm 110:1
1 Corinthians

Body
4:34
33:27
12:12 — 13:1

Ephesians 5:23
Colossians 1:17-18

Health and Healing
Proverbs 16:24
Animals

1 Peter 5:8
Ruth 2:12
Psalm 57:1
Matthew 23:37
Luke 10:3
Psalm 23:1-6
John 10:11-18
Psalm 17:8-9

Buildings / Places
1 Corinthians 6:19-20
Galatians 4:21-31
1 Peter 2:4-8
2 Samuel 22:3

Psalm
Psalm
Psalm
Psalm
Psalm

18:2
46:7
91:2
94:22
144:2
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Ephesians 2:19-22
John 10:7-9
Matthew 21:33-44
Food
1 Peter 2:2-3
Psalm 34:8
Psalm 19:9-11

Philippians 1:9-11
Colossians 1:3-12
Hebrews 13:15
James 3:17 — 4:1
Matthew 9:37-38
Luke 10:2
John 6:35-58
John 4:5-15
John 7:37-39
1 Corinthians 3:1-2
Isaiah 55:1-2
Psalm 17:8-9

Light / Darkness
John 1
Plants

Isaiah 11:1, 10
Galatians 5:22-23

Ephesians 5:8-10
Colossians 1:3-6, 10
John 12:24-25
Matthew 13:1-43
John 15:1-8
Zechariah 6:12-13
Zechariah 3:8
Jeremiah 33:15
Jeremiah 23:5
Matthew 21:33-44
Luke 13:6-9
Money / Treasure

Matthew 13:44-50
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APPENDIX 8
NAME
GOSPEL METAPHOR THEMES

Media and Philosophy

April 14, 2004

Redemption
Colossians 1:13-14
'3 For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of
the Son he loves, '* in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.
Galatians 4:4-5
* But when the time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under law, >to

redeem those under law, that we might receive the full rights of sons.
Titus 2:11-14
' For the grace of God that brings salvation has appeared to all men. |? It teaches us to say
"No" to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live self-controlled, upright and godly lives
in this present age, '* while we wait for the blessed hope -- the glorious appearing of our
great God and Savior, Jesus Christ,

14 who gave himself for us to redeem us from all

wickedness and to purify for himself a people that are his very own, eager to do what is good.
1 Peter 1:18-19 '® For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold
that you were redeemed from the empty way of life handed down to you from your
forefathers,

'° but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect.

Galatians 3:13-14 '° Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for
us, for it is written: "Cursed is everyone who is hung on a tree." '4 He redeemed us in order
that the blessing given to Abraham might come to the Gentiles through Christ Jesus, so that
by faith we might receive the promise of the Spirit.

Luke 1:67-68 °’ His father Zechariah was filled with the Holy Spirit and prophesied: ©
"Praise be to the Lord, the God of Israel, because he has come and has redeemed his people.”
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Ransom
Hosea 13:14

'4 “1 will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will redeem them from death. Where, O
death, are your plagues? Where, O grave, is your destruction?”
1 Peter 1:18-19
'8 For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were
redeemed from the empty way of life handed down to you from your forefathers, |? but with
the precious blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect [ransom price].
Psalm 49:7-9

™No man can redeem the life of another or give to God a ransom for him -- *° the ransom for
a life is costly, no payment is ever enough -- ° that he should live on forever and not see
decay.
Mark 10:45

- [Jesus said,] “For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give

his life as a ransom for many."
1 Timothy 2:5-6
> For there is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus, § who

gave himself as a ransom for all men -- the testimony given in its proper time.
Hebrews 9:14-15

4 How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered
himself unblemished to God, cleanse our consciences from acts that lead to death, so that we

may serve the living God! '° For this reason Christ is the mediator of a new covenant, that
those who are called may receive the promised eternal inheritance -- now that he has died as
a ransom to set them free from the sins committed under the first covenant.
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Rescue
Romans 7:24-25 ™* What a wretched man I am! Who will rescue me from this body of
death? 7° Thanks be to God-- through Jesus Christ our Lord!
Colossians 1:13-14 ' For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us
into the kingdom of the Son he loves, '* in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of
sins.

2 Corinthians 1:10 '° He has delivered us from such a deadly peril, and he will deliver us.
On him we have set our hope that he will continue to deliver us,
2 Timothy 4:18 '® The Lord will rescue me from every evil attack and will bring me safely
to his heavenly kingdom. To him be glory for ever and ever. Amen.
Psalm 22:6-8 ° But I am a worm and not a man, scomed by men and despised by the people.
T All who see me mock me; they hurl insults, shaking their heads: 8 "He trusts in the LORD;

let the LORD rescue him. Let him deliver him, since he delights in him."
(Matthew 27:42-43)

Galatians 1:3-5 * Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ, *
who gave himself for our sins to rescue us from the present evil age, according to the will of
our God and Father, * to whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen.
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Reconciliation
2 Corinthians 5:17-21 |’ Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has
gone, the new has come! 18 All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ

and gave us the ministry of reconciliation: '? that God was reconciling the world to himself
in Christ, not counting men's sins against them. And he has committed to us the message of
reconciliation. *° We are therefore Christ's ambassadors, as though God were making his
appeal through us. We implore you on Christ's behalf: Be reconciled to God. 7! God made
him who had no sin to be sin for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness of
God.
Ephesians 2:13-16

|? But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been

brought near through the blood of Christ. '* For he himself is our peace, who has made the
two one and has destroyed the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, ° by abolishing in his
flesh the law with its commandments and regulations. His purpose was to create in himself
one new man out of the two, thus making peace, 16 and in this one body to reconcile both of
them to God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility.
Colossians 1:19-23 '? For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, 70 and
through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, by
making peace through his blood, shed on the cross. 7! Once you were alienated from God
and were enemies in your minds because of your evil behavior. 7” But now he has reconciled
you by Christ's physical body through death to present you holy in his sight, without blemish
and free from accusation -- 7? if you continue in your faith, established and firm, not moved
from the hope held out in the gospel.
Romans 5:1-11 ' Therefore, since we have been justified through faith, we have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ, 7 through whom we have gained access by faith into this
grace in which we now stand. And we rejoice in the hope of the glory of God. * Not only so,
but we also rejoice in our sufferings, because we know that suffering produces perseverance;
perseverance, character; and character, hope.

> And hope does not disappoint us, because

God has poured out his love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit, whom he has given us. ® You
see, at just the right time, when we were still powerless, Christ died for the ungodly. uy Very

rarely will anyone die for a righteous man, though for a good man someone might possibly
dare to die. ® But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners,
Christ died for us. ° Since we have now been justified by his blood, how much more shall we
be saved from God's wrath through him!

'0 For if, when we were God's enemies, we were

reconciled to him through the death of his Son, how much more, having been reconciled,
shall we be saved through his life! '' Not only is this so, but we also rejoice in God through
our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received reconciliation.
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Regeneration
Titus 3:4-5 4 But when the goodness and loving kindness of God our Savior appeared, 5 he
saved us, not because of works done by us in righteousness, but according to his own mercy,

by the washing of regeneration and renewal of the Holy Spirit, (ESV)
Romans 7:6 ° But now we are released from the law, having died to that which held us
captive, so that we serve not under the old written code but in the new life of the Spirit.

(ESV)
Romans 6:4 * We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order that,
just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, we too may live a
new life.
Romans 6:13-14

|? Do not offer the parts of your body to sin, as instruments of wickedness,

but rather offer yourselves to God, as those who have been brought from death to life; and

offer the parts of your body to him as instruments of righteousness.

'4 For sin shall not be

your master, because you are not under law, but under grace.

John 5:24

™ [Jesus said] "I tell you the truth, whoever hears my word and believes him

who sent me has eternal life and will not be condemned; he has crossed over from death to
life.

Galatians 2:20 7° I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in
me. The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave
himself for me.
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Replace
2 Corinthians 5:21

7! God made him who had no sin to be sin for us, so that in him we

might become the righteousness of God.
Isaiah 53: 1- 3 ' Who has believed our message and to whom has the arm of the LORD been
revealed?7 He grew up before him like a tender shoot, and like a root out of dry ground. He

had no beauty or majesty to attract us to him, nothing in his appearance that we should desire
him. * He was despised and rejected by men, a man of sorrows, and familiar with suffering.
Like one from whom men hide their faces he was despised, and we esteemed him not.
Surely he took up our infirmities and carried our sorrows, yet we considered him stricken by
God, smitten by him, and afflicted. > But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was
crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was upon him, and by his
wounds we are healed. ° We all, like sheep, have gone astray, each of us has turned to his
own way; and the LORD has laid on him the iniquity of us all. 7 He was oppressed and
afflicted, yet he did not open his mouth; he was led like a lamb to the slaughter, and as a
sheep before her shearers is silent, so he did not open his mouth. *® By oppression and
judgment he was taken away. And who can speak of his descendants? For he was cut off
from the land of the living; for the transgression of my people he was stricken. ° He was
assigned a grave with the wicked, and with the rich in his death, though he had done no
violence, nor was any deceit in his mouth.° He was assigned a grave with the wicked, and
with the rich in his death, though he had done no violence, nor was any deceit in his mouth.
© Yet it was the LORD's will to crush him and cause him to suffer, and though the LORD
makes his life a guilt offering, he will see his offspring and prolong his days, and the will of
the LORD will prosper in his hand. '' After the suffering of his soul, he will see the light of
life and be satisfied; by his knowledge my righteous servant will justify many, and he will
bear their iniquities. ““ Therefore I will give him a portion among the great, and he will
divide the spoils with the strong, because he poured out his life unto death, and was
numbered with the transgressors. For he bore the sin of many, and made intercession for the
transgressors.
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Release
Isaiah 42:6-7 ° "I, the LORD, have called you in righteousness; I will take hold of your
hand. I will keep you and will make you to be a covenant for the people and a light for the
Gentiles, ’ to open eyes that are blind, to free captives from prison and to release from the
dungeon those who sit in darkness.”
Isaiah 61:1-3' The Spirit of the Sovereign LORD is on me, because the LORD has anointed
me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to
proclaim freedom for the captives and release from darkness for the prisoners, 7 to proclaim
the year ¢of the LORD's favor and the day of vengeance of our God, to comfort all who
mourm,

° and provide for those who grieve in Zion -- to bestow on them a crown of beauty

instead of ashes, the oil of gladness instead of mourning, and a garment of praise instead of a
spirit of despair. They will be called oaks of righteousness, a planting of the LORD for the
display of his splendor.
Luke 4:17-21 '” The scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed to him [Jesus]. Unrolling it, he
found the place where it is written: '* "The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has
anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the
prisoners and recov
y of sight for the blind, to release the oppressed, |” to proclaim the year
of the Lord's favor." ~° Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant and sat
down. The eyes of everyone in the synagogue were fastened on him,7! and he began by
saying to them, "Today this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing.”
Romans 7:5-6° For when we were controlled by the sinful nature, the sinful passions
aroused by the law were at work in our bodies, so that we bore fruit for death. ° But now, by
dying to what once bound us, we have been released from the law so that we serve in the new

way of the Spirit, and not in the old way of the written code.
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APPENDIX 9
STUDENT NAME
APPLIED GOSPEL IN VIDEO

Name of movie viewed
Date Viewed
Scene of movie:

Circle which “R”

Redemption

Ransom

Rescue

Reconciled

Replace

Regeneration

Redemption

Ransom

Rescue

Reconciled

Replace

Regeneration

Release

Name of movie viewed
Date Viewed
Scene of movie:

Circle which “R”

Release
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Redemption

Colossians 1:13-14

' For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son

he loves, ' in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.

Ransom
1 Peter 1:18-19 '* For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were redeemed
from the empty way of life handed down to you from your forefathers, '° but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb
without blemish or defect.
Rescue

Colossians 1:13-14 ' For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son

he loves,
sins.

'* in whom we have redemption, {/4 A few late manuscripts redemption through his blood} the forgiveness of

Reconciled
2 Corinthians 5:18-19

" All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of

reconciliation: '° that God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting men's sins against them. And he has
committed to us the message of reconciliation.

4 John 4:10

°° This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice our sins.

Hebrews 2:17

| For this reason he had to be made like his brothers in every way, in order that he might become a

merciful and faithful high priest in service to God, and that he might make atonement for the sins of the people.

1 John 2:2

? He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only for ours but also for the sins of the whole world.

Replace
2 Corinthians 5:21 - 6:1

2' God made him who had no sin to be sin for us, so that in him we might become the

righteousness of God.
Isaiah 53:1-12 ' Who has believed our message and to whom has the arm of the LORD been revealed? ? He grew up

before him like a tender shoot, and like a root out of dry ground. He had no beauty or majesty to attract us to him, nothing in
his appearance that we should desire him. * He was despised and rejected by men, a man of sorrows, and familiar with
suffering. Like one from whom men hide their faces he was despised, and we esteemed him not. ‘ Surely he took up our
infirmities and carried our sorrows, yet we considered him stricken by God, smitten by him, and afflicted. 5 But he was

pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was upon him, and by
his wounds we are healed. ® We all, like sheep, have gone astray, each of us has tumed to his own way; and the LORD has

laid on him the iniquity of us all. 7 He was oppressed and afflicted, yet he did not open his mouth; he was led like a Jamb to
the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is silent, so he did not open his mouth. * By oppression and judgment he
was taken away. And who can speak of his descendants? For he was cut off from the land of the living; for the transgression

of my people he was stricken. ? He was assigned a grave with the wicked, and with the rich in his death, though he had done

no violence, nor was any deceit in his mouth. '° Yet it was the LORD's will to crush him and cause him to suffer, and

though the LORD makes his life a guilt offering, he will see his offspring and prolong his days, and the will of the LORD
will prosper in his hand. '! After the suffering of his soul, he will see the light of life and be satisfied; by his knowledge my
righteous servant will justify many, and he will bear their iniquities. |? Therefore I will give him a portion among the great,
and he will divide the spoils with the strong, because he poured out his life unto death, and was numbered with the
transgressors. For he bore the sin of many, and made intercession for the transgressors.
Regeneration

John 3:3 ° In reply Jesus declared, "I tell you the truth, no one can see the kingdom of God unless he is born again."
Romans 6:4 * We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order that, just as Christ was raised from
the dead through the glory of the Father, we too may live a new life.

2 Corinthians 5:17 '’ Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new has come!

Released

Isaiah 61:1 ' The Spirit of the Sovereign LORD is on me, because the LORD has anointed me to preach good news to the
poor. He has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim freedom for the captives and release from darkness for the
prisoners.

Romans 7:5-6 * For when we were controlled by the sinful nature, the sinful passions aroused by the law were at work in
our bodies, so that we bore fruit for death. ° But now, by dying to what once bound us, we have been released from the law
so that we serve in the new way of the Spirit, and not in the old way of the written code.
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APPENDIX 10
NAME
Applied Metaphor Unit Post-Test

April 30, 2004

1. Define Metaphor
2. List 10 "every-day" metaphors that you use.
a

bebe
.

pogo rh

a

©

b.

j.
3. The Bible uses the concept of "Shepherd" to describe Jesus - list 5 other concepts the Bible
uses to describe Jesus.

a.

e

b.

d.
e.
4. Jesus' saving act was His death and resurrection (the pure Gospel message). On top of the
next page list 5 metaphorical concepts used to describe His saving act for us. Example:
"ransom."
Mark 10:42, 45 42 Jesus called them together and said, ... 45 For even the
Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as

a ransom for many."
Hymn 112 from the Lutheran Worship, verse 16
Jesus, all our ransom paid,
All your Father's will obeyed;
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SS

-

By your suffrings perfect made:
Hear us, holy Jesus.

d.
e.
5. List 5 modern day examples (metaphors) that you might use to express the pure Gospel
message.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
6. Are there any movies (excluding The Passion of the Christ, The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe, or Men in Black) that you have seen recently that might be used as an example for
the metaphors you listed in question 4?

7, Have you shared Jesus with a Christian or non-Christian friend recently? What method did

you use in describing Jesus?

If you have not, how might you clearly share the pure Gospel message with them?
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APPENDIX 11
Student Name:

Date:

Time:

Paragraph from proposal:
After the unit, 10 students will be selected to test their comprehension of this
unit’s concepts. They will be asked to briefly outline any change in their
understanding of Gospel themes and metaphor from before the unit, through the unit,
and then after the unit. They would also be asked their opinion whether they see this
process as a way to grow in their faith. They will be asked if there was anything else
that could have been added to the unit to assist in greater understanding. They then
would be asked how they would use the information gained in the unit in their future
lives.

1.

2.

Have you noticed any change in your understanding of the Gospel from
before the unit, through the unit, or now after the unit?

Do you believe that this process has helped you grow in your faith?
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3.

Is there anything that could have been added to the unit to help your
understanding?

In the future, how do you perceive using the information you learned in this
unit?

Do you understand that the use of media is a viable tool for sharing the
Gospel?

As a result of this unit, do you feel more confident in sharing the Gospel
message?
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APPENDIX 12
Pre-Test and Post-Test Analysis

Both the pre-test and post-test were divided into four sections (indicated in the four
columns under each test heading). 1) Question one: the definition of metaphor (one point
possible); 2) Questions two through five asked the students to evaluate their personal usage
of metaphors in their life (25 points possible); 3) Question six was to determine if the
students had previously grasped the concept of using movie scenes for Gospel purposes (one
point possible); and finally, 4) Question seven was intended to determine if the student had
previously used a movie metaphor to clarify a Gospel theme (one point possible). Students
who took only one of the tests were not evaluated in the analysis column.
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Student

April 2, 2004

Number

Pre-Test Analysis

Col

C02
C03
C04
C05
C06
Co7
C08
Co9
C10
Cll
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
c19
C20
C21
C22
C23
C24
FOI
FO2
FO3
F04
FOS
F06
FO7
FO8

1

4

148

149

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

15
13
7
4
4
25
3
25
15
3
6
9
10
9
20
8
22
21
5
4
11
24
19
2
6
16
17
5
5
25
3

.. Change Analysis

me May 6, 2004
Post-Test Analysis

0

0

0

16

Between Tests

oO

0

-'9

48

0

0

15}

0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
oO
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
1
0

Oo

oO

oO
Oo
90

Oo
oO

Oo
oO
oO

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1

1

21

0

0

0

32

oO

0

0
1
0
1
o
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
o
1
1
0
o
1
1
1

23
1
14
#O
22%
o
10
1
4
1
2
oO
10
#O
10
O
9
oO
16 #21
24 41
23
1
1
0
25
oO
15
1
21
1
13
0
17
1
6
0
19
oO
8
oOo
17
0
2
oO
2
1

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
O
0

36
40
0
2
<44>
40
2%
146
0
224
6
12
122
12
<>
64
36
2
<72>
0
224
44
16
32

O
+
0
oOo
#O
oO
+
O
+
O
#O
+
+
oO
+
0
oOo
#O
+O
#O
+

0
0
0
+
+

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+
0
0
+

1
1
1

20
25
2

1,
1 §.
0 "

0
0
o

6
oOo
88

+
oO
+

1

Oo

oO

0
0
+
+
0
0
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
=
+
0
0

‘47 “Student Number” is determined by the combination of the class letter (class hours are A through
K) and the student number assigned by grading program using alphabetical progression. The program was
GradeQuick used by Lutheran High North in 2004.
48 Columns 2, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10 scores based on one question, a one out of one possibility. (Gray

dividing column is counted as a column.)
“ Columns 3 and 8 are out of 25 possibilities.
‘5° Symbols used in columns 12, 14 and 15 are:
- decrease since pre-test
0 no change since pre-test
+ increase since pre-test
‘S| Number in column 13 refers to percentage change between Pre-test and Post-test (<mumber>
indicates a negative change).
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APPENDIX 13
Responses from students on handout appendix 2.
Student numbering tracks with appendix 12.

Student C (unknown name and number)
J and K were there saving the world and not everyone knew it > Just like Jesus (not
everyone knew what he did)
Student C07
The part near the end of the movie when Kay willingly sacrificed himself to be eaten
by the bug to get his gun back, really remind [sic] me of Jesus because like how Kay
had to go inside the bug to kill it from within, Jesus had to be killed so that he could
tell the devil he had won.
Student F04

God wants everyone on his team
We don’t really know what is going on around us
Like the MIB, we are supposed to be in the world, but not of it. When K kills the bug,

he must go into the bug (into hell) so that he could defeat it.
Size doesn’t matter
Student F07
* The way the aliens are taking over people is similar to the infestation of sin among
the people of the world.
* insignificance of our lives, compared to the whole picture.
* J was being trained to follow in K’s footsteps when he was gone,
Just like Christ trained his disciples to continue preaching when he ascended
Student F14
- We as Christians are aliens in this world.

- God is the MIB who is kinda over everyone
- The “Bug” is false testimony from Christians
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Student F18

Thoughts: good movie
Reactions: we are all like aliens temporarily on this planet soon to be in heaven
Evaluations: Both good looking at it with Christian views, and in general

Student H04

It doesn’t matter the size

Everything’s going to be okay
Sacrificed himself to save the planet
Leaves his life for the rest of the world
Holds the world in his hand

just a part of a larger universe
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APPENDIX 14
Responses from students homework assignment appendix 9.
Student numbering tracks with appendix 12.

Student C02
Rush Hour
Ransom

it was the scene where the kidnappers call and ask for 20 million dollars in
trade for the girl, or the girl would die.
Student C07
The Mask of Zoro
Release
When the prisoners are freed like when Jesus freed us when he died on the

cross + that released us from our sin
Student C16

Beauty+ the Beast
Release
End, when Beast “dies” for his love for Belle, then is brought back to life
human.

Student C23
Village of the Damned
Rescue

When the adult guy sets a bomb to kill the evil kids + kills himself in the
process and saves the town.
Student F02
Man on Fire
Rescue

Denzel Washington sacrifices his own life to rescue the life of a young girl
named Lupita. He made a trade, her life for his life.
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Student H05
Freaky Friday
Regeneration
The daughter + mother understand each other. After they changed, mother as a
daughter and daughter as mother, they became understand.
Student H21
Black Hawk Down
Rescue

The army rangers had to save the pilot from the 2™ helicopter that went down.
2 rifle men went down from their helicopters and they gave their life to protect
the downed pilot.
Ballistic
Ransom

In this movie a child had been taken and his real parents went to save him.
Antonio Banderas was the father who went up against men heavily armed and
he had a few guns. He was saving his son.
Student H16
Gothika
Rescue

Halle Berry rescues the girl in the shed and saves her life. Jesus also saves us
from death
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APPENDIX 15
Transcripts of student interviews.
Student numbering tracks with appendix 12.

The questions from the student interview were:

oY (7 che

we be

1.

Have you noticed any change in your understanding of the Gospel from before the
unit, through the unit, or now after the unit?
Do you believe that this process has helped you grow in your faith?
Is there anything that could have been added to the unit to help your
understanding?
In the future, how do you perceive using the information you learned in this unit?
Do you understand that the use of media is a viable tool for sharing the Gospel?
As a result of this unit, do you feel more confident in sharing the Gospel
message?

The student’s responses:
Student C02
Q1 - “Yes.” (Stated a change in music listening preferences from secular to

Christian)
Q2 - “Yes.”

Q3 — “More on R’s. You went through that pretty fast and it wasn’t totally clear.”
Q4 — “I’m definitely going to be looking for Christ in every movie I see now. And
explain how it can be related to Christianity and stuff.”
Q5 - “Yes.”
Q6 — “Yes. I liked it.”
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Student C04

Q1 — “Before the unit I watched movies and really didn’t really take a meaning out of
them, just like a purpose of why they were made but now like looking at movies and
listening to music I see the Gospel message behind them and what different meaning
besides the thing.”
Q2 — “It’s helped me learn different aspects of the Gospel, like different meanings
and how you can translate it into now-a-days.’
Q3 — “I think maybe like more question and answer periods where we could talk
about it and discuss it.”

Q4 — “In the future I see myself watching more movies and getting like a meaning out
of them instead of going to watch them for the fun of it, I'll probably like analyze it.”
Q5 - “Yes, I do because through movies you can get the Gospel.” '
Q6 — “Yes because there are so many different ways you can do it and there are so
many different ways of saying it, it makes you more confident in what you’re saying
and doing.”

Student C05

Q1 — “I don’t necessarily understand it better but ] can see it more easily with the
media now and I can recognize it better in TV shows and movies.”
Q2 — “In a way, because I can recognize things better so if ] needed to find something
to help tell somebody about it I could look in TV better. 1 just find that easier.”
Q3 — “Not really anything but maybe more discussions like after each film instead of
just writing stuff down more class discussions to see what we are thinking.”

Q4 — “Probably to spread the message, if I was to lead a worship I could more easily
look into TV and media sources to find Gospel messages in that.”

'S2 Because of the wording of comments like these, I went back into the classroom and reviewed three
important issues. 1) The students should view movies for entertainment purposes; 2) the pure Gospel message
can come only through Word and Sacraments; and 3) movie scenes can be used as contemporary sources in
Gospel metaphor.
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Q5 — “Yes.”
Q6 — “Yes, I do.”

Student C24
QI — “Yes, I have.”
Q2 - “Yes, definitely. Now outside of the classroom and outside of the church I like

look at stuff and I can see God in and through things that I never thought I could
before. Now when I watch movies all I can think of is your class and ... think of all
the metaphors and see if it means something else that has to deal with Jesus or
Christianity.”
Q3 — (Spend more time explaining metaphors. For some students I went too fast.)
Q4— “Will, I going to be a Lutheran school teacher so I’m definitely be using this as
... I teach religion class. And I do believe that this is important because so many
people out there don’t know Christ and through some of the things you taught us we
can help share Him.”

Q5- “Yes.”
Q6 -— “Yes.”

Student F02
Ql - “Yes, I have. Before, I never really looked through the movies so I could

actually see God or see how He portrays himself through the movies and now that’s
like kind of how I have it that I do now.”
Q2 - “Yes, I do. It has helped me a lot. The movies that I watch now are different
from what J used to watch. I used to watch more the ones that portray the wrong

message. Now I look for more of the good.”
Q3 — “Not really, I think it was pretty clear. Everything, all the worksheets, and
assignments, handouts. Everything looked pretty much self explanatory.”
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Q4 — “I know for sure, just like 1 said, that the choices that I make to view the movies,
which kind of movies, I’Il be more careful about what I watch and what I learn from

it.”
Q5 — “I understand that now. I never really thought that God could portray Himself
through the movies.”
Q6 — “Yes, I do. I feel I understand it more now that I did before.”

Student F09
Q1 — “Yes. I’ve noticed a big change. And now that after the unit I take a look at
things more seriously like when I look at a movie I take a look and see how it relates
to the Gospel in any way and other things in life ... it makes you think harder what
the Gospel message is and understand what He did for us.”
Q2 — “Yes. It helps you look at everyday things that happen and you realize how
important it is to believe in the Gospel and how it helps you grow in your faith
because you understand more about it and you can relate it to everyday occurrences.”

Q3 — “No, not really”
Q4 — “It will help me to use metaphors when talking to other people about Jesus. It
will help them to understand it better.”
Q5 — “Yes, because the metaphors help other people understand it more easy.”
Q6 — “Yes, because you can relate it easier and you don’t have to feel kind of out
there where they don’t know what you’re talking about and help them know what
you’re talking about.”

Student F10
Q1 — “Yes, I understand how a metaphor can be used in movies in related to God.”
Q2 -— “Yes, I believe so.”

Q3 — “No, it was all pretty much in your sheets. You read them.”
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Q4 -— “Maybe when I watch movies I might try to think about how I can relate that to
God.”
Q5

_ “Yes,”

Q6

—

“Yes,”

Student F16
Q1 — “In understanding the true message, not as much but you have helped me see
different ways myself especially as an artist can use art to display the Gospel
message. Like the parables of Jesus how He would speak to them in using things they
knew and understood, we can use that today.”
Q2 — “Yes, because when you just hear like the sacrifice of Jesus in just words it’s
just one thing, but when you actually have something to compare it to it has a deeper
meaning and it touches you more and it really shows you more what he want through
and what he did to save us.”

Q3 — “Not really, maybe a little more depth.”
Q4 — “I intend on writing music. I intend on being some sort of writer, whether it’s

writing plays or writing music. Looking at this and knowing that I’m a Christian,
looking at how the Gospel was given to the people in the past I know that I can then
go forth from here and give things that I write Christian overtones and be a positive
influence of society.”
Q5 — “My last question sort of answered that.”
Q6 — “I definitely think that I can now see ways to share the Gospel message in ways

to explain things without sounding preachy and like what a lot of what contemporary
society mocks Christians as being. And that increases anyone’s confidence knowing
that the message will be received better.”
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Student H0O1

Q1 -— “Yes, a lot. Now when I view a movie I try to find and try to see which way its
related to the Bible in any way. Yes, it has helped.”
Q2 — “It has. Because now when I see movies it opens your eyes and actually helps
you understand and try to figure out how things can work together and relate to each
other.”
Q3 — “No. Everything was good and I was able to understand easily and it wasn’t that
difficult. It was good.”
Q4 — “Like when I go out and try to help people understand, like in Forest Gump they
probably never thought there was a connection to that and there was.”
Q5 — “ Yes, because it’s not so boring or a book because sometimes people don’t
want to read books to begin with.”
Q6 — “Yes, one day after viewing our movie I went home and told my parents about it
and they were shocked about it that movies would have such an impact or that much a
reaction.”

Student H18
Q1 — “Yes, especially for me getting a chance to do the video ... doing something
that has a deeper meaning. ... It applies to what I want to do.” 133
Q2 — “Yes. Before getting the chance to do the class my thoughts for doing movies
was just typical and cinematic. Now you can be entertaining and still be in line with
faith that I can do something Christian and not just popular.”
Q3 — “No. I like the idea of taking what I learned and putting it into a project.”
Q4 — “Remembering that any time I go to do a film or look at a film, is there

Christian doctrine in it, even if it claims to be Christian is it really being able to see a
film for what it really is and what it’s really trying to say and also in doing so myself
what do I want to say and am I accurately saying it.”

153 As part of the semester grade, the students were required to do a project in the context of the
subject. This student chose to do a video.
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Q5 — “Definitely. Mel Gibson proved that. Its in a society were entertainment and
film is really taking over is going to be the newest way to share the Gospel and
probably the most effective way to share the Gospel.”
Q6 — “Yes, because now I know that there is more than just the old way of sitting
down and having a conversation with someone. I feel as though I can show them
through a different means or use something they know to teach them instead of
having to come up with something. It’s easier to share the Gospel.”
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